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I. OVERVIEW

hi INTRODUCTION

This document describes the testing and data analysis for the exposure of a right-

circular cylinder (called the "CAN") covered with dielectrics on one end to a simulation

of the charged particle environment responsible for charging of spacecraft dielectrics

in geosynchronous orbit. The tests were performed in Tank _ of the Electropropulsion

Laboratory at the NASA-Lewis Research Center (LeRC) during March 1980. The

electrical response of the CAN produced by discharges in _ series of dielectrics used on

the P78-2 (S(atTHA) spacecraft was studied.

This test report represents one of the two major deJiverables for the present

program, entitled "SCATHA Model Tests" (Contract NAS3-21967) jointly sponsored by

NASA-LeRC and the USAF-Space Division (SD). This work is a continuation of a

program begun under joint SD and Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) sponsorship entitled

"Electrostatic Discharge Modeling, Testing, and Analysis for SCATHA," under Contract

DNA001-77-C-0Ig0.

The major objective of this combined experimental and analytical program has

been the development of validated system electrical test procedures for the qualifi-

catior, of spacecraft against damage produced by space-electron-produced discharges

occurring on outer dielectric surfaces (EID) to be incorporated into the proposed EID

Mil-Standard (or into a modified Mil-Standard 15_1).

This work performed i_. this program is described in two reports.

1. This re_rt presents the data on the response of the CAN to electron-induced

di_.charges. The experimental results are compared to predicted behavior and

to the response of the CAN to electrical injection techniques simulating

blowoff and arc discharges. Also reviewed and incluoed are significant

results from other ground tests and the P75-2 program to form p,_rt of the

data base for specifying those test procedures which optimally simul_\te the

response of spacecraft to EID. The electrical and electron spraying test dat_
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have been evaluated to provide a first-cut determination cf the best methods _,,!

for performance of electrical excitation qualification tests from the point of

view of simulation fidelity.

2. A second report whose major content is the specification of an

experimentally validated set of test procedures to qualify spacecraft for

reliable performance when subjected to a charged particle environment

conducive to producing discharges. These specifications are in a form

appropriate to the proposed EID appendix to MIL-STD 1541 (USAF), Electro-

magnetic Compatibility Requirements t.or Space Systems. This report

includes a description of the tradeoff analyses by which they were selected,

the recommended sources, measurement techniques, sensors, data to be

recorded and data analyses to be employed.

The first part of this program, desr,-ibed in References I and 2, combined both

electrical testing of the two test objects, the CAN and a two-thirds scale model of the
v

P78-2 spacecraft called the SCATSAT, as well as an adaptation and application of the

SABER and ABORC SGEMP codes to perform EID coupling analysis. The electrical

testing performed was designed to simulate two aspects of space-electron-induced

discharges. The first is the punchthrough of charge in which the discharge current

travels through the bulk dielectric to the substrate. The second is the outward emission

or blowoff of charge which occurs in EID, at least in its ground simulations. A third

type of discharge, flashover, also occurs. Here the discharge current travels along the

surface of the dielectric to a grounded edge. While these three types of discharge have

been distinguished in the literature, experimental evidence implies that they are really

complementary apsects of the same general phenomenon. All three types may occur in

a si_,gle discharge.

Three electrical simulations of the canonical discharge mechanisms were

employed to study the structural response of both the CAN and the SCATSAT, and

internal wire coupling in the SCATSAT. The CAN is a geometrically simple body whose

behavior is ea_., to analyze. The SCATSAT was designed to simulate features of the

P78-2 important to its electromagnetic response. [n our first round of testing, the

punchthrough mechanism was simulated by discharging a large capacitor mounted on

the top surface of the CAN through a spark gap. The blowoff mechanism was simulated

by capacitive direct injection (CDI) in which current is driven down a wire connecting a

drive plate and the object under test and allowed to return via the capacitative coupling

2
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between plate and object. Them experimental data were compared to numerical

studies in which punchthrough and its simulation, blowoff, and the capacitive direct

drive (CDI) simulations of blowoff were modeled and incorporated as source terms into

the SABER and ABORC codes and body currents computed. The criteria for comparing

respunses was chosen to be the surface currents which circulate around the outer

surface of the CAN consequent to a discharge.

The results of this test and analysis program demonstrated that if the different

discharge drivers were properly normalized (same pulse shape), blowoff and ts

simulation produce much larger body currents per ampere of drive current than does

punchthrough or arc discharge. Thus, to the extent that a significant fr=ction o( the

charge involved in an EID is blown off the spacecraft, this mechanism produces the

worst-case response as measured by the above criteria. This conclusion n..o been

substantiated by the electron spray tests described in this report.

! A parallel series of tests was performed on the SCATSAT in which two electrical

simulations of discharge mechanisms, CD[ or blowoff and a MIL-STD 15_1 arc for
k

i punchthroulsh/flashover, were the exciting sour:es. Responses were measured on

internal wiring which simulates those monitored in the P78-2 engineering experiments,

SCI-gB and the TPM, as well as two critical circuit lines. Again, the principal

conclusion derived from these tests is that in most instances, CDI produces a larger

response per ampere of drive current than the MIL-STD 15#1 arc for discharge pulses of

similar shape and width measure,_ in terms of internal wire currents. The exception to

the general pattern was for coupling to the solar a_ray wiring. In this case arc

discharge produced the larger response. Since solar arrays represent the major

dielectric surface or, a spacecraft where discharges can occur, these observations need

to be pursued.

The results of the first round of testing and analysis substantiated by the elec:ron

spraying tests imply that the commonly employed technique using a MIL-$TD 15_t type

arc discharge to simulate surfac.,. E1D does not reproduce its worst aspects, namely to

produce the correct magnitude of body currents generated by blowoff. Blowoff is

better simulated by CDI.

t.2 TEST OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

The test described was performed for two principal reasons. First, to provide

charging and discharge data on a relatively simple object which can be compared to the

parallel electrical test results. Second, to try out some of the test, measurement,

3
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analysis, and material simulation techniques which were to be utilized in the following,

more complicated SCATSAT experimer_ts. There were several secondary objectives to

be achieved. These include: providing additional data [or discharge characterization;

verlfication o[ the predictive accuracy ol NASCAP and SGEMP codes in analyzing

charging and EID coupling, respectively; and providing data on the charging and

discharge behavior o[ the insulating materials contained on the surIaces oI the P75-2.

The approach being taken _,) develop validated electrical test techniques is to

reproduce the important features ol the electromagnetic responses evoked by EID in

spacecralt. Even i[ it were technicail) and economically feasible to provide a

reproduction of the space environment, lull system satellite testing in such an

environment would be difficult to perlorm and costly in terms o[ money and time. It is

much more reasonable to provide electrical test techniques to simulate EID which can

be included with other electrical testing (or EMC and EMI routinely perlormed by

manuIacturers for satellite qualilication.

The problem to be solved is twofold. The first part is to relate discharge

characteristics, such as amplitude, pulsewidth, mode o[ propagation to the charging

environment, material properties, and geometric configuration o[ the components in

which the discharge occurs. Experimental programs addressing this question are being

pursued elsewhere. While not a primary objective, additional data on discharge

characterization was obtained during these experiments.

The second aspect ci the problem is to relate these discharge characteristics to

the electrical response of coupling produced in the spacecrait. This response depends

on specilic characteristlcs ol a given satellite, including structure, location and types

o! insulating and conducting surlaces, types oI penetrations, location, type and shielding

ol cables, the nature ol the shielding o[fered by the structure and electronic boxes, and

the characteristics o[ interlace circuits. Since there are many system parameters

which afiect coupling, it was [elt that the problem must first be studied with relatively

simple systems so that the el[cot ol each one o[ these [actors can be isolated.

In these experiments, one component o[ the total system response was focused

upon: the surlace currents and fields generated as a consequence oI the surlace

discharges which are known to occiJr in the natural substorm environment. Such

currents and fields represent the source o[ electromagnetic energy which couple into

interior spacecraIt cabling and electronics through aperture penetration and diffusion.

The quantitive EID response data were then compared to Phase I electrical test data to

determine which electrical test techniques best simulate the observed responses.
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The data generated in these experiments have provided baseline information on

effects to be simulated by the electrical test techniques to be given to manufacturers,

to qualify spacecraft against EID. In developing such techniques one attempts to

provide one, or at most a few, electrical injection schemes which will simulate the most

severe effects produced by EID. It is apparent that no single drive scheme is applicable

in all cases. For example, il one is interested in internal discharging effects which may

be produced by high=energy electrons penetrating cable or printed circuit dielectrics,

then an approach different from that described here would have to be taken, using, for

example a direct cable injection scheme similar to that developed for SGEMP testing.

It is likely that the planned program of ground testing) modeling, correlation with

P78-2 data will not be completed before the issuance of the MIL-STD-15#I revision.

Therefore, it wa_ felt by all concerned with the generation of the EID MIL-STD, that it

was important to summarize and evaluate the existing data base relevant to developing

a valid simulation of the electrical effects of EID on spacecraft. Therefore, the scope

of this volume was expanded to include a review of relevant EID ground testing and

analyses. A review of relevant electrical test procedures developed to simulate related

radiation-induced electromagnetic effects in spacecraft such as SGEMP will be

presented in the second volume of this study.

A limited amount of ground test data and flight experience indicates that the

more energetic components of the trapped electron population may penetrate the

spacecraft skin and cause discharges in internal dielectrics such as cables and printed

circuit boards. This phenomenon, called the electron caused electromagnetic pulse

(ECEMP) effect, has not been addressed in the SCATHA program.

1.3 SUMMARY

The primary objective of the study was to provide an experimental data base

characterizing the response of a simple, highly symmetric object to EID. These data

are to be used to develop validated system electrical test procedures for the

qualification of spacecraft against the potentially harmful coupling of discharge-

created electromagnetic energy into electronics. Secondary objectives were to provide

data for discharge characterization, coupling model validation and NASCAP tank model

validation.

The scope of the study, included=

1. Electron spray testing of the CAN test object covered with a set of dielectric

samples made from materials employed in the P75-2.

5
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2. A comparative analysis of the electron spraying data, earlier electrica I

testing of the same object excited by two discharge simulation schemes and

computer modeling of the discharge coupling process.

3. A critical review of the existing relevant literature related to EID coupling.

4. A discussion of the implications of the existing data base for development of

validated EID electrical qualification techniques.

The electron spraying testing was performed with the CAN covered with:

I. I mil Kapton tape, 1.5 rail acrylic adhesive, 75 cm diameter circle.

2. 5 ,-nil Teflon OSR, silver backed, 75 cm diameter circle.

3. A mock solar array panel with 6 rail fused quartz coverslips and simulated

solar array circuit wiring; 50 cm x 50 cm.

The exciting sources were monoenergetic beams of electrons, l0 < E<20 keV,

I na/cm2< 3<7 na/cm 2. Measurements included surface potential scans before and

after discharges, the return current flowing through a ground strap connecting the CAN

to the tank, time rate o[ change of surface magnetic field (I_ O) and collection of a

fraction of the charge blown off the discharging dielectric surface.

Significant experimental results include the following:

I. The predominant source of excitation of the CAN is the blowof[ of electrons

from the dielectric surface and their subsequent motion in the fields created

by charge embedded in the dielectric, charge induced on the conducting

substrate, and other ejected charge.

2. Discharges o[ all magnitudes were observed up to a maximum dependent on

material and exposure conditions [or each of the three dielectrics examined.

3. The surface potential scans and photographs indicate that the relatively high

lateral electric fields associated with dielectric edges, seams, and regions of

overlap are discharge loci. The observed discharge patterns were, [or the

most part, asymmetric. The observed maximum fraction o[ stored charge

removed in discharges were _0.33 [or Kapton, 0.8 for FEP Teflon, and 0.2

for the [used quartz coverslips. The corresponding blowoff fractions were 0.2

[or Kapton, 0.2 for Teflon and 0.I [or fused quartz.

6
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4. The return currents observed for the CAN grounded to the tank were positive

(electrons flowing from tank to CAN), with rise times and half widths

typically greater than I /zs. The maximum amplitudes observed were 126 A

(Kapton), 150 A (Teflon), 50 A (fused quartz). According to the discharge

model presented in Section 5, these are also typical of the blowoff currents

which drive the response of the CAN.

5. The discharge process causes body replacement currents to flow on the sides

of the CAN whose amplitudes and pulse widths are comparable to the return

currents described in 4 above. Superimposed on the primary response which

more or less followed the exciting pulse, were two higher frequency compon-

ents, One with a characteristic frequency of 6 MHz (CAN grounded) or 12 to

13 MHz (i M_ in series with ground strap) was attributed to the ringing of the

combined CAN, ground strap tank system, and is believed to be an experi-

mental artifact. The second had a primary frequency in excess of 50 MHz

and is most likely due to the _'xcitation of the lowest circumferential mode of

the CAN (70 MHz). These higher frequency components enlarge the observed

signals by as much as a factor of ten above that expected by differentiating

the surface currents. However, the high frequency components carry

relatively little energy as their amplitude is only a few percent or less than

that of the predominant surface current component.

These data were compared to previously conducted electrical excitation experi=
/

ments. The exciting sources were:

I. An arc discharge source of ca. 750 A peak, 40 ns half width.

2. A capacitative direct injection (CDI) of ca. I A peak, 10 ns half width for

different drive plate spacings between 0.1 to 1.0 M.

In both cases, comparisons w_re made for the end of the CAN excited, corresponding to

the ele tron spraying test configuration.

Analysis revealed that it was proper to compare the H_ or surface current

responses under the different exciting conditions if the drive pulses (electrical ok

were normalized to the same peak current, while the I_ comparisons wereblowoff)

made by normalizing the test data to the same rate of rise of the exciting current.

7
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Significant findings include:

I. The arc discharge yielded a poor simulation of the surface current response

produced by EID. Except near the discharge, the surface currents were two

orders of magnitude too low, and the relative faIloff of HO with distance

from the arc was much too rapid.

2. CDI gives a relatively good simulation of the amplitude and spatial distribu--

tion of HO if compared to that produced by EID except as one approaches the

drive wire. Here one sees an increase in H_ as the axis of symmetry of the

CAN is reached rather than the anticipated decrease expected for uniform

EID blowoff excitation of the end of the CAN. The response pattern away

from the drive wire can be fine tuned by adjusting the plate to CAN

separation.

The major implications of the existing data base for the development of a valid

system test procedure are the following"

I. The present MIL-STD 154l arc is a poor simulation of the effects produced

by blowoff as measured by the surface replacement current. The pulse width

is much too narrow (I0 to 20 ns versus 0.I to 5 _s) and the amplitude of the

replacement currents are too low except possibly near the exciting arc.

2. In principle, CDI provides a better simulation of the surface current patterns

produced by a blowoff discharge in a simple symmetric object. However, !

there may be practical limitations in developing a hardware implementation ii

of the CD[ technique which gives proper pulse widths and current amplitudes.

3. There are significant gaps in the data base needed to develop a validateo

system qualification test procedure for arbitrary satellite configurations.

#. There has not been a systematic effort made to correlate the ground test

data here with P78-2 coupling measurements. This has been made more _
I

difficult because the P78-2 is not been well instrumented to relate the !

limited data available from the engineering experiments (SCI=8B, TPM, i

$CI-7) to the discharge data base. For this reason,it would be valuable to

complete the P78-2 coupling model begun under this program.

5. The limited amount of evidence available implies that the space environment

may be more benign than can be inierred from the ground test discharge and

coupling data. The latter has been based, for the most part, on exposure of

dielectrics to monoenergetic electron beams (typically 10 to 30 keY) at fluxes

8 j
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i much higher than are typical for substorm conditions. A possible reason for
the difference is that components of the space environment such as high-

energy electrons (hundreds of keV to MeV), ions and UV typically not included

in ground simulations, tend to reduce or eliminate discharging in spacecraft

surface dielectrics.

6. [n order to specify drive levels for conducting threat level system tests, the

magnitude of the exciting discharge must be predictable for representative

spacecraft dielectric materials and configurations and for realistic charging

conditions. The most complete available set of scaling laws as a function of

area were derived from measurements on uniform, circular, edge grounded

samples irradiated with monoenergetic electrons. Examination of the data

base for one material, Kapton, show variations about the mean of an order of

magnitude for different measurements on samples with about the same

dielectric area. The experiments described in this report highlight the

importance of configuration effects such as edges, seams, regions of overlap

in triggering discharges. In addition, the discharge patterns tend to be

nonuniform. Thus, area scaling may be of limited value in predicting the

behavior of large-area spacecraft dielectric structures. Not taken into

account in the specification of these scaling laws are environmental effects

of the type described in 5 above. Thus, care must be taken in using the

scaling rules to predict the response for an arbitrary case. However, the

existing evidence indicates that such rules provide a useful upper bound for

area scaling.

7. There are significantgaps in our knowledge of detailsof the discharge

emissionprocesssuch as emissionenergy distribution,spatialdistribution,

plasma effects,which make it difficultto predictthe responseof typical

spacecraftconfigurationto EID. Most of theexistingground testdata isfor

eitherplanarsamplesor for the responseof a simpleright-circularcylinder.

Attempts to reproducethe observedresponseof more complicatedspacecraft

simulations containing reentrant geometries such as antennae have not been

successful, However, the ground test data base is extremely limited, The

electrical testing performed on the 5CATSAT during Phase 1 of this program

demonstrate in a quantitative manner how the addition of booms alters the

basic body response, It would be valuable to complete the SCATSAT electron



! spraying tests to enlarge the data base on the FID response of a satellite-like

model and to provide a quantitative basis _or evaluating the P75-2 coupling

measurements) both to better understand what is happening to that space-

craft and also to provide a needed correlation between ground testing and the

space environment,

l0
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 GEOSPACE ENVIRONMENTS

Geospace is the term given to that region of solar influenced space into which the

effects of the earth's presence are inserted. The physical properties of our planetary

system are dominated by the sun through its gravitational influence, its charged

particle output and the cyclic nature of its emissions.

The photon output as measured at the top of our atmosphere is shown in Figure 1.

It is approximately a blackbody o,Jtput with temperatures between t_,000 and 6,000°K on

which is superimposed some strong spectral lines, especially below 1500/_. These

emissions, arising mainly from H and He transitions, vary considerably with the [ l-year

and shorter cycles. The average total photon energy flux is about 1400 watts/m 2. Any

vehicle operating outside the atmosphere encounters the full photon environment. The

consequent photoelectric inducement serves to maintain the craft in potential equi-

librium with its immediate surroundings. Abrupt eclipse by the solid earth and local

shadowing can stimulate transient behavior by elimination of photoelectron emission.

The major effect in the geospace cavity concerns the particle flux and magnetic

field anomalies caused by the earth's presence. Figure 2 shows the results ol the

interaction of solar wind particles with the substantial geomagnetic Iield. The dipole

field lines are swept into a roughly paraboloidal shape with the upstream magnetopause

boundary lying between _ and [0 earth radii (RE), depending on the solar condition. The

i plasma conditions within the magnetosphere vary markedly from region to region. In
[ general, low altitudes (plasmasphere) particles may be characterized as having high

densities (10 to [000 cm"3) and temperatures of a few eV. At higher altitudes, in the

plasmasheet, the densities are ~I cm "3 and the mean energies are several keY. The

environment at stationary orbit is governed by the interplay of these regions, which is,

in turn, determined by solar activity. At a high level it is possible for such a satellite

near local noon to pass through the bowshock, created by the interaction ot the

supersonic particles and the geomagnetic field, and out into the solar wind.

11
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Figm-e 1. The solar _x_trum

Solar par'dcles enter at irregularities in the magnetosheath. The magnetosphere

is further supplied from the ionosphere and stores the particles and hence their energy,"

Ln its tail, and in the plasma sheet and ring current• Flow and release o! the energy,

and coupling among the regions influence, for instance, the behavior of the ionosphere,

and produce such familiar effects as magnetospheric substance and auroral displays

(Refs 2-7). The variability of conditions during a 12-hour period may be seen in

Figure 3 taken from Reference 7. This is a representation of simultaneous particle flux

observations at the ATS-} satellite and ionospheric emissions near the same magnetic

field line. Plots b and c are grey scale records of UT-energy-intensity variations of

electrons and protons, while h shows their characteristic energies and energy fluxes.
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Figure 2. Magnetosphere (after DeForest)

These particles stimulate photon emission in the upper atmospheric species 0 (e and i)
I- "I

and iN2 (j, I, H_3 radiation ,rom charge-exchanged precipitating protons is shown in f,

Plots d through k are grey scale representations on UT-latitude-intensity axes.

It can be seen that the differential fluxes, temperatures and energy fluxes vary

significantly even in this relatively quiet period. Characterization of any geospace

location depends on many parameters, and must be made either with accurate

knowledge of magnetospheric conditions or as average or worst-case situations.

Garrett (e.g., Refs 8,9) has reviewed observations at stationary aititudes. Normal or

mean cor_dlt=ons may be inferred from his data.

Figure _ shows frequencies of occurrence of current densities and characteristic

temperatures of electrons and ions as measured by ATS-$ and ATS-6. The first of

these vehicles operated near solar maximum, the second during minimum. Particle

velocity distributions at synchronous orbit are of ,n neither Maxwellian nor isotropic.

13
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Figure 3. ATS _ particle _)ectro_rams (parallel detectors), keograms_ AT5 _ energy
fluxes and average energies, precipitated energy fluxes and average
energies, and AE indices for day 032, 1970. Left column, from top to

, bottom: (a)Top line plot is the H component of the magnetic field at
ATS 3 (in gammas), and bottom line plot is detector pitch angle (in

i degrees); (b) Electron spectrogram; (c) Proton spectrogram; (d) All-sky
! camera equivalent keogram; (e)_77 0 i keogram; (f) HB keogram. Right
i column, from top to bottom: (8) AE plot; (h)ATS ek_ctron and proton

energy fluxes and electron and protron average energies (flux weighted).
Also shown are precipitated proton and electron fluxes derived from
photometric data at the predicted AT5 3 field line position, and the
average energy of precipitated electrons (plotted in crosses); (i) 6300 O I
keosram;(j)_278 N 2 keo_ram;(k)Characteristicenergykeogram,
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Figure _. Histol_rams of the occurrence b'equencies of the electron and ion
temperatures and current at I_eosynchronom orbit as mea._uredby ATS-:)
and ATS-6. T(AVG) is 2/3's the ratio of energy density to number density;
T(RMS) is ¢me-ha_ the ratio of particle energy flux to number flux.

Fair representations may be made by assuming the distributions to be composed of the

sum o! two or more Maxwellians (Refs lO, l I), 5y assuming a double structure average

values of electron and ion currents and temperatures were de:ived from the AT$ data

and are given in Table I.

In examin:,ng the figures for mean currents and energies, and assuming a neutral

bulk p).asma, we have

3_ li : _0.6 m ==_ : 02,S , (L)

which satisfies the simple physical principles.
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Table 1. Mean Vaduesof Electron and Ion Current Densities and
Characteristic Energies Inferred Using a Double

MaxwelLian Velocity Distribution
,_ean _ean _/or st

_/e_hted AveraAes (rorn o( Two Case (L0%)
._TS-5 AT$-6 ,=,retaKes Occurrence)

Electrons

3e pMcrn 2 63.0 S7.0 7_.0 27_.0

; Tie key [.$ 2.3 2.

T2e keV 3.3 5.$ _.6

[ons

3i pa/crn 2 _. l 2.3 3.2 7.6

T1i keY _.6 7.9 6.3

T2i keV _.7 |6.3 i2.5

The higherspeedsofthe e}ectronsb_an isotropicplasma causesthe spacecraftto

become charged negativewith respectto itssurroundings.Thishas become a familiar

observationsinceitsearly measurement (Ref 12)o Of prime concern to the present

efiort is that the net negative bombardment induces differential potentials among

various materials of the satellite surface. The time-dependent nature of the charging

profiles depends not only on the plasma characteristics but also on such material

parameters as size, thicknuss, boundaries_ photoelectric response, photoconduction,

secondary emission, stopping power, and bulk dark conductivity.

2.2 PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

2.2.1 TheoreticaJ Investigations

The idea that a spacecraft would react electrically to varying plasma conditions

developed concurrently with knowledge of the geospace characteristics. Theoretical

considerations (Refs [3-17) surmised that the predominance of electron fluxes would

lead to spacecraft attaining negative potentials with respect to their surroundings until

the difference became great enough to exclude most of the bombardment. It was

recognized that solar ultraviolet illumination would stimulate a photoelectric response

that would tend to reduce the negative potential. Of less theoretical concern were the

magnitude of possible potential ditferences among different portions of the spacecraft,

and the methods by which such differences might be induced. Litt_ _ considered were

the consequenceso( rapid potential equalization induced by di_harge between adjacent

areas. The resultant transients induced in spacecraft wiring was o{ potentLal|y

suHicient magnitude to interfere with the spacecraft systems.
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At the same time interest was growing in the electromagnetic effects of nuclear

weapons on military space systems. For satellites outside the atmosphere, the most

important of these is the system-generated electromagnetic pulse (SGEMP) is created

by the interaction of weapon-produced x-radiation with the spacecraft structdre and

components, The resultant currents induced in cabling can cause circuit upset or

burnout, This necessitates the protection of sensitive circuitry and the sealing of

possible entries for electromagnetic energy. The technology of dealing with these

phenomena, both theoretical and practical, is relatively advanced. Techniques for

testing the responses of large systems are available, and the treatment of their effects

by computer modeling has been successful.

The related investigation of electrostatic effects on space systems, had been

relatively neglected until the advent of the SCATHA program. The heavy use of

sensitive, low-power integrated circuit technology has prompted their consideration in

spacecraft design due to the higi,su;ceptibility of st_h sensitive devices to transient

disturbances. The success of EMP and SGEMP analysis and hardening techniques

suggested that related methods be used to address and solve the electrostatic

discharging problem. Thus, the modeling of discharge couplin_ was achieved by

adaptation of SGEMP codes through the inclusion of source terms appropriate to the

phenomenon. The relevant electrical test techniques have been copied from those

developed to simulate SGEMP effects. The adaptation of SGEMP analysis codes to

model EID coupling was discussed in Reference 1. The adaptation of SGEMP electrical

simulation techniques to reproduce the EID response was also discussed in References l

and 2 and will be reviewed in more detail in the second report of the present study.

2.2.2 Spacecraft Observations

In the early years of space flight, little consideration was given to the possible

consequences of static charging. There were several reasons for this. First, theoretical

work mainly treated the integral behavior of a satellite, with less regard for

relationships among different materials. Electronic systems were less sensitive to

transient effec:ts by virtue ot their required working parameters. Any noticeable

consequences, such _s logic upsets, were assumed due to other causes or to general lack

of reliability.

Particle flux measurements were made at relatively high energies, The analysis

and display of such data was driven by interest in energy, spatial and temporal

Jependences of the population on acceleration processes due to solar wind and

17
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magnetospheric behavlor. It was not until detection of low energy particles (< 100 eV)

and methods for display of flux characteristics over long periods were made (e.g.,

Ref 3) that an idea of charging morphology could be gain_-d. An integral measurement

of the total spacecraft potential was made from the UCSD particle spectrometer on the

stationary satellite ATS-5 (Ref 12). The vehicle is bombarded by a net negative flux,

but, in sunlight maintains its potential close to that of the surroundings by

photoelectron emission. Entry into eclipse results in the collapse of the photoelectron

cloud and a rapid rise of the satellite to a negative potential. This could be detected by

changes in the characteristics of the detected particle flux. Figure 5 shows an eclipse

chargin_ event from ATS-6 where, as the vehicle attains a potential of _-I0 kV the

electron flux disappears and the heavy low energy ion flux is accelerated to give a high

differential counting rate near l0 keV. After about 15 minutes emergence from eclipse

restores its ability to emit electrons and adjust its potential.

Figure $. Spectrogram of Day 59, 1976, from ATS-6 (see DeForest and Mcllwain, 1971,
for explanation of scales). The dropout in the ions between 21_5 and 2200 UT
occurs simultaneously with satellite entry into eclipse and reflects in eV the
negative potential in volts, V, on the satellite as it became charged due to
the loss of photoelectrons.

Although integral charging per se is unlikely to cause any system problems, it was

_ecognized that, due to differences in response to various radiation, high differential

voltages could appear among surface materials at such a time. Furthermore, it was

probably not necessary for the spacecraft to be in eclipse. Differential potentials could

18
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be created on the antisolar surface, especially on a stabilized vehicle, or even on the

sunlit side if the incident electron flux were to exceed the secondary and photoelectron
emission.

Little design effort was made to avoid these effects, although the phenomenon

was easily understood. But, as no spacecraft had been equipped to make an explicit

investigation of these effects, past occurrences and their causes had to be inferred in a

secondary manner, and the findings presented statistically. Studies were made, for

instance, on the dependences of logic upset occurrences, presumed due to discharges, on

satellite local times and on geomagnetic conditions (Refs 18-20). Figure 6 shows the

times of events observed in the records of four satellites. There appears to be a

concentration of discharges between midnight and dawn. This is a period renowned for

appearances of enhanced particle fluxes (injection events) due to geomagnetic sub-

storms as can be seen in the spectrogram of Figure 3. This dependence, then, is not

surprising. Nor is that of Figure 7, where the discharge rate as a function of the daily

average, Ap, of the geomagnetic index ap. ap is a linear representation of maximum
excursions in a three-hour period of the surface magnetic field at several observing ,.

stations around the northern auroral zone. Its unit is approximately 23'

(13, = 10-9 w/m 2) and indicates the degree of disturbance of the earth's field due to

solar wind on internal (substorm) effects in the magnetosphere.

The conclusions, by this time, were quite clear. Sufficiently enhanced fluxes of

electrons of energies above a few keV could charge surfaces to differential potentials

at which discharges could occur. Photon and ion irradiation could influence the rate

and ultimate voltage depending on their characteristics and those of the materials. The

attraction in using such sensitive devices as LSI circuitry made their protection and the

minimization of the effects of discharge sources necessary. The $CATHA program

addresses these aubjects by encouraging the study of charging and discharging phe-

nomena, both in space and by simulation) and by the development of appropriate

materials. The P78-2 satellite was designed to characterize the geostationary

environment) to attempt active potential control by the use of electron and ion

emission, and to record discharge EM effects around and within the vehicle.

The P75-2 instrumentation allowed accurate determination of particle and

magnetic and electric field environments. Unfortunately, there are inadequacies in the

measurement of discharge transients because of limited external electromagnetic

current and field sensors with proper frequency response detection, and that photon flux

19
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properties are not determined. Further, the vehicle is constructed as a double Faraday

shield which markedly reduces the magnitude of internal EM fields and currents.

The CAN tests were designed to investigate the nature of charging of common

spacecraft dielectrics in a simulated environment, and to determine the responses of a

simple object under discharge conditions. The space environment simulation was chosen

to simulate the important aspect of space conditions responsible for charging, the

measurements were designed to complement the data obtained in situ.

2.2.3 Ground Test Measurements

Although the phenomenon of F-ID is well understood in principle, there is an

absence in some areas of detailed knowledge which is necessary for accurate prediction

and control in a space environment. The secondary and photoelectron response of many

materials is not well known. Nor are there detailed characterizations of such

parameters as charging rates as functions of incident particle flux and energy,

breakdown fields for various materials and geometries, and relative amounts of charge

transferred. These cause some uncertainties in modeling efforts (see, for example,

References 21 and 22). Until these parameters are well defined, analysis and prediction

of spacecraft electrical responses will lack the accuracy probably attainable.

Much of the material responses are known for metals (e.g., Refs 23-26), however,

those for dielectrics have not received the same attention (Ref 27). Their investiga-

tions have been stimulated by the current program (Reis 28-31). Some of the work has

been used for recent modeling calculations (e.g., Ref 32) and studies of material

discharge (Refs 33-35).

Large-scale simulations of the responses of complex structures to EID are

confined to the prese)=t series of studies (Refs 1)2,36) attempting to link electrical

injection techniques with discharges occurring in laboratory substorm environments (low

energy electrons, ions, and VUV photons), and a parallel measurements on an object

similar to the CAN (ReI 37). This latter work attempts to explain observations of

blowoff and surface currents by a straightforward model of the blowoff mechanism

which is an extension of that first proposed in Reference I. The first-order compari-

sons between measurements and prediction by the ABORC code (Ref 38) appear to give

encouraging results.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 TEST OBJECT

The CAN is a hollow aluminum cylinder of 136 cm diameter and 81 cm length. Its

attraction as an object for EM analysis is that its symmetry makes for relative ease of

modeling. In addition) electrical testing data was performed on this object under

Contracts DNA001-78-C-0180 (Electron Induced Discharge Testing, Modeling and

Analysis for SCATHA) and AFWL T29601-74-C-0105 (SGEMP Analysis Verification)

(Ref 39). An $0-cm diameter removable panel on each face allows access to internal

equipment and easy mounting of dielectric samples.

The samples were formed as follows:

v

1. _. A 75-cm diameter circle was made from 0.00l-inch thick Kapton,

IS-inch wide tape (Figure 8). There was a 6-cm overlap and fixture to the

mounting panel was made by its 0.0015-inch acrylic adhesive.

2. FEP Teflon. A 75-cm diameter circle was formed from 0.005-inch thick,

inch wide tape (Sheldahl 401900). The top four joints had a 2-cm overlap,

the lower three were butted (Figure 9). Attachment was made with the tapes

0.002-inch conductively loaded acrylic adhesive. The back of the tape was

silvered, backed by Inconel.

3. Simulated Solar Panel (see Figures 10 through 12). The base was a 0.01 l-inch

fiberglass sheet epoxied to a l/8-inch aluminum back panel. Strips of 2-inch

copper tape were laid on the fiberglass and 2 x 4 cm fused silica (Coming

7940) cover slides (0.006-inch thick) were attached in pairs to the tape with

Sylgard 184. The slides have a quarter wave magnesium fluoride antireflec-

tion coating. The lower half of the array was laid with MgF, the upper half

with SiO2 faces exposed. Realistic backplane wiring and blocking diodes

copied from the P78-2 Solar Array were included.

With the CAN suspended) the dielectric samples were vertical and faced toward

the radiation sources. The transient surface currents created by discharges were
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Figure 9. T_flon sample Figure 10. Solar array mockup
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Figure 11. Simulate_ solar panel (front)
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f OF p,_eCROi ,,'LI ;"_"measured by B sensors, EG&G models CMLX3B and CMLX6 mounted on the external

surface in the locations shown in Figure 13. Sensors t through _ detected radial

currents on the front face. Numbers 5, 6, 8, 9, l t and t2 measured longitudinal, and [3,

t# and t5 circumferential transients on the curved surface. Assuming 161to be

proportional to these provided determinations of surface currents by integration.

Outputs from the sensors were taken by balanced line to baluns manufactured by IRT.

These contain Z match high frequency balanced/unbalanced transformers rated for use

between t00 kHz and I GHz. A diagram of the instrumentation system is shown in

Figure [_. Connections internal to the CAN other than fiber optic cables were made by

semi-rigid cable with SMA terminations to ensure EM shielding.

RADIAL 8 SENSOR
SAMPLE

#9

/,/',Is I ,'"

i/I • 7

CIRCURFERENTIAL _ CI RCUNFERENTIAL

(EQUALLY SPACED HIOUND OUTSIO() P" (EQUALLY SPACED AROUNO OUTSIDE)
_qI_JNTI N6 BRACKETS
(TWO ON EACH SIO()

VG-22

RT-18970

Figure 13. External sensor locatio_ on the CAN. Not shown are internal cablin_
fiber optic transmitters, coaxial switches, fiber optic cables and externaJ
Krounding strat_ Sensors i-¢ are CML)C3B, _,6,$,11,1] are CMLX6 and
7,9,12,14,15 ate CML3. The line of sensors defined by a,9 and the rear
support f_ced the bottom of the tank. The arrows show the direction in
which an increase in Bproduces a positive sensor output,

The basic analo8 data system shown in Fisure [4 was designed and constructed by

[RT. At the heart of each system was a programmable coaxial switch which had eight

input channels and one output channel. Switch bandwidth was 0-300 MHz (upper 3 dB

point). Each switch had a calibration/multiplex unit which provided the matching logic

and a square wave calibration system signal. The relay unit also contained Ni CAD
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Figure 14. IRT ariaJog fiber optic data system
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batteries to operate the switching logic (+6V) and the relays (+26.4V). The switch

control circuitry was driven by a controller outside the tank. Control signals were sent

over a MATH type digital fiber optic link. The analog signal output through the Matix

switch was input to the transmitter of a 250 MHz AFWL fiber optic '.ink built by

Lockheed. These units had their individual controls, including a calibration and

attenuation capability. The electrical signal output from the AFWL receivers was

recorded on either a Tektronix Series 7000 scope or Biomation Type 6500 or 8100

transient digitizers. Recording devices were matched to sensor channels to provide a

bandwidth adequate to monitor each sensor. Because the scopes had bandwidths of

400 MHz to 500 MHz, the upper frequency signal monitoring limit was determined by

the bandwidth of the AFWL/Lockheed link.

A total of three such coaxial switch and fiber optic systems enabled simultaneous

monitoring of currents at three separate points on the surface. Power for all systems

was controlled from outside the tank by a separate fiber optic link which operated a set

of relays in series with the batteries for the MATH receivers and switch controllers

inside the tank. This was important to maximize useful battery life.

3.2 CAN MOUNTING AND EXTERNAL MEASUREMENTS

The test object was mounted and tested in Tank 5 of the Electrical Propulsion

Laboratory at the NASA Lewis Research Center. The tank is a 15-foot diameter by

63-foot long cylindrical steel tank, with a 9/16-inch thick milled steel outer shell and

l/8-inch thick Type 304 stainless steel liner. The tank also contains blackened LN 2

baffles that can be used to simulate the cold background of deep space at an inner

diameter of 13 feet, 6 inches.

The object was connected to tank ground by a low impedance braided ground

strap. The resistance of this connection was arranged at various times to be 0, 105 or

1 M_, the last being chosen so that the CAN was electrically decoupled from the tank

during the discharge, as shown in Figure 15. This high resistance kept the conducting

spacecraft frame at the same potential as the tank while the dielectric surfaces are

charged to high negative potentials, The time constant of the grounding resistor and

stray capacitance between test object and tank (C _ l0 -10 F) is _ 100 _s; long compared

to discharge pulsewidths (ca. l /as). However, some of the high impedance data

indicates that there were additional inadvertent coupling paths between the CAN and

tank which reduced the RC time constant (q.v. Section _.3).
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Figure 16. CAN and _urce locations in Tank

i Mounting of the objectwithinthe tank is shown in Figures16, 17 and 18. TheCAN was suspendedwith fivedielectricstrapsso that itsflatfaceswere verticaland

itsaxisof symmetry coincidedwith the centerlineof the chamber. A viewingporton

each sideof the tank allowed visualtime-lapsephotographsof the dischargesto be
taken.

Four NASA electronguns were mounted in the end cap of the tank. i'heir

energieswere variableup to 20 keV and coulddelivera totalof about } na/cm 2 to the

front face of the CAN. A low pressure Krypton VUV source was located in the center

of the end cap moun_ed in a l-1/8 inch vacuum fitting. Its tuning and output was
controlled from outside the tank.

Source flux and SL _ace potential measurements were made by detectors carried

on the probe arm whose position could be varied as shown in Figure [9, In practice the

probe arm was swept across the front face of the CAN at a uniform angular rate by a

motor controlled from outside the tank. Four TREK electrostatic potential probes
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scan-ed the front face. Four Faraday cups mounted opposite to the TREK probe_

monitored the charging current density. The output of the VUV lamp was determined

with a Scientific Services Model 203F photodiode with a KBr photocathode mounted so

that it crossed the center line of the sample,

Figure 20 is a double exposure in which the dielectric containin 8 panels is

removed to show some of the internal instrumentation. A large Faraday cup (shown in

Figure 19) was mounted in (ron_ of and below the CAN to detect blowoff charge, The

CAN grounding strap was attached to the center of the rear lace to preserve symmetry

of response, Determination of current trickling from the CAN during charging was

made by an electrometer across a voltage divider at the ground end of the strap,

Replacement current flowing back to the object after a blowoff was measured by a

Singer 91550-2 current probe around the ground line,

15 FT
I, D. TANK

13 F:' 6 [N. 1.0.

LN2 BAFFLE T

SUPPORT

ROPE I
) SUPPORT

VIEWING ROPE

PORTS _/ //

LN? BOTTOM END VIEW
BAFFLE

RT-189_2

Fisure 17. CAN and source iocati_ in Tank
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Figure iS. Top view ot CAN

All instruments in the tank. but outside the CAN, were connected to their

monitoring displays by shielded cable. Connections between the CAN sensors and the

operator were made by fiber optic link, with the exception of the grounding strap.

A summar; of sensors, connections and displays are given in Table 2.

The only measurement not common to the three dielectric samples was that of

two Tektronix CT-2 current probes that monitored the charge flow from the back p!ane

of the simulated sol:_r array as shown in Figure I2.

3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION

One objective of this investigation was to determine the response of a simple

conducting object to the effects of electron-induced discharge. This could be achieved

by illuminating the model with electrons of sufficient energy, A secondary aim, in

studyinl_ some of the charging conduct of dielectric samples, and the desire to more

closely reproduce geospace charging conditions, suggested the inclusion of other
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Table 2. CAN Response Measurements

No. of

Simultaneous
Measurements

Sensor Measurement Connection Display Possible

TREK Probe Front surface potential Shielded cable Strip chart
map

EG&G B sensor Front surface currents Fiber optic Tektronix 3 of
CMLX3B 7g_

Oscilloscope

EG&G i_ sensor Side body currents Fiber optic Tektronix 3 ,
CMLX6, CMLX3 790% 78_._.

Oscilloscopes

Singer 91550-2 Ground strap discharge Shielded cable Tektronix 1
current probe return current 793_

Oscilloscope,
Biomation 6500

Electrometer Charging current ,n Shielded cable Strip chart_ l
ground strap electrometer

ammeter

Staring Camera Sample discharge Film l
behavior

Y

Faraday Cup Blowoff charge Shielded cable Biomation 1
8100,65C0,
Tektroni_7704

CT-2 Current Solar array back plane Fiber optic Tektron",x 2
current 7000 Series

Oscillos:Lopes

203F VUV UV irradiation Insulated wire Electrometer- l
Photodiode Voltmeter

Faraday Cups Cha='ging current density Insulated wire Strip chart,
Electrometer-
Voltmeter

: radiation sources. Therefore, some effort was made to provide a more realistic

simulation of the charging environment.

i Four NASA/LeRC electron guns were mounted in the west end-cap of Tank 5,

sufficiently distant from the front face that their relatively narrow beams (_<12°) could

deliver a uniform flux up to 5 na/cm 2. This is at least an order of magnitude greater

than the current densities encountered in the most severe substorm environment.

Excess negative charge is normally relieved on a satellite by UV stimulated

photoemission and photoconduction. This is usually simulated in the laboratory by

sources that seek to reproduce the quasi-blackbody emission of the sun. This has two

drawbacks. Most of the spectral output is at photon energies less than the work
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functions of the materials so that this radiation merely serves to heat the models.

Second, such sources do not reproduce the solar vacuum ultra-violet line emissions

which are responsible for much of the surface photoelectron emission from spacecraft.

In fact, unless the chamber port and source window materials are suitably chosen, their

short wavelength cutoffs will prevent the most effective part of the spectrum from

being used.

Figure I shows the solar differential spectral irradiance at the earth. Radiation

in different regions of the spectrum Ls dominated by emission at various depths in the

sun. Although the continuum is normally represented as blackbody radiation, its

characteristic temperature (T b) is dependent on the wavelength range of the measure-

ments. The net effect of radial thermal gradients in the sun and the increase of

absorption cross section with frequency is that the brightness temperature increases

with wavelength from the VUV to the near IR. [n our range of interest (1000 to 3000/_)

Tb varies from ~5000 to 6000 K with a minimum value of _200 K at 1600/k.

The emission intensities vary slowly during the eleven-year period and undergo

rapid fluctuation near solar maximum. It is especially noticeable at energies above the '

i continuum where H Lyc_ (1216 A) can vary by at least a factor of three. At times of

i flare activity orders-of-magnitude variations occur in the EUV and soft x-ray regions of

the spectrum.

Radiation below 3000 A is that responsible for photoelectric and photoconductive

effects. Detail of the range 1000 to 3000 A is shown in Figure 21. It can be seen that

line emissions are imposed on the smooth continuum, and that the first dominant line

occurs at Lycz whose intensity is not matched by the blackbody radiation until the

wavelength exceeds about 1500 A.

The work functions of spacecraft conducting and semiconducting materials lie in

the range _ to 5 eV. Frictional charging measurements on the common organic

dielectrics indicate that they can have similar values. Common satellite inorganic

insulators have higher work functions in the range 8 to 12 eV. Solar array materials

such as fused silica and magnesium fluoride are transparent in the middle UV and will

not begin to respond until the photon wavelength is less than their absorption edges.

The insert of Figure 21 shows their transmissivity dependences.

The interplay of variable solar photon output and different material photoelec-

tronic and photoconductive properties makes response prediction difficult. Lack of

knowledge about some germane material parameters makes it worse. To complicate

the problem further there are variations in the photoelectric response efficiencies with
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photon wavelength. In Reference_0 the matter was investigatedfor some normal

spacecraftsubstances.Figure22 reproduces,as an example, the dependence of the

responseol aluminum on photon energy. There isan extremely steep variationof ,,

efficiencyat wavelengths greater than 1000 /_. At 1800 A the elficiencyis only

0.003percent despitethe tact that the 6.9eV photon is well above the 4 eV work
function.

Estimated ilux under mean solar irradiation, ignoring line emissions at stationary

orbit for aluminum, is shown in Figure 23. Major stimulation occurs in the solar output

regions around 3000 A and 2000 A (continuum plus resonance lines), 1200 A (structure

other than Lye) and 700 /_ (maximum plus photoelectric efficiency). Simulation with a

continuum source has some disadvantages. It produces some unwanted side effects such

as heating of the test object. It has no emission below 1600/_ and th_'refore cannot

stimulate photoelectron emission in inorganic dielectrics. Calculations involving flux

integration are not possible unless its differential intensity is well known, and even then
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Fil_re 22. Differe_t_ flux of p_t_lec_ons from aluminum due to solar irradiation

is very tedious. Reproduction of the short wavelength region below 1000 _k is extremely

difficult, especially for illumination of an object as large as the CAN.

Hence it was decided to attempt photon stimulation with low pressure Krypton

vacuum UV sources. These emit the two resonance lines at I165 and 1236 A with a

reputed maximum output of 3 x 1015 photons/s for the lamp chosen. At these

wavelengths the photoelectric efficiency of aluminum is 6 percent. Table 3 summarizes

the predicted responses of the CAN assuming that all photons fall on the front face of

the sample and that the emission efficiencies for Kapton and Teflon are also 6 percent.

However, good photoemission data at these wavelengths is required for accurate

charging predictions.

Integration of Figure 23 and addition of the response to H Lyc_ yields a

photoelectric current density for aluminum of 4.8 na/cm 2 of which 29 percent is due to

Ly(_. Considering these values and the previous arguments it is felt that irradiation

with a vacuum ultra-violet source of sufficient intensity alone is convenient and

adequate.
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Figure 23. Photoelectric efficiency of aluminum

Table 3. PhotoelectricCurrentI)w)n_tiesforIrradiation

by theKrypton Resonance Lines

Photoelectr,c
[l|ummated Current at 6%

Region Receivin K Efficiency

) x I0I_ photons/s .Area cm 2 na/cm 2

CAN front face I_,_O0 2

Teflon or Ka_oton sample _, _00 6.5

Solar array (no response I ,2)0 - _,l

from ,_4gF2 surfaces)
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A 13 mm and a 22 mm diameter MgF 2 output window low pressure Krypton source

were obtained from Opthos Instrument Company. Their respective nominal outputs are

1015 and 3 x 1015 photons/s. Either could be mounted through the center of the end-

cap and driven with a tunable Evensen cavity excited at 2._5 GHz.

The necessity of mounting the lamp 470 cm away from the front face resulted in a

subtention by the CAN of only ±$ degrees. Figure 24 shows a mapping of the UV flux

by the photodiode on the probe arm which has a FWHM of ±1_ degrees, The result was

that with the 13 mm lamp the total photon flux on the face was only 2._ x l014 s-l

yielding an average response current density of 0.16 na/cm 2, Use of this lamp enabled

relief only of low charging current fluxes. The larger lamp was unfortunately cracked

during checkout and is not usable.

I I I I w I

15

PHOTONS

cm'2s"l X 109

-10

-lfi -I0 -5 0 5 10 15

ANGLE FROM SOURCEAXIS

RT20699

Figure 21. Measured anl_dar variation of VUV source
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3._ TANK OPERATION

Itiswise that experimentsof thisnaturebe conducted at the lowestattainable

pressures.The electron,ion and VUV photon flux intensitiesare very sensitiveto

variationsin pressureeven undercommon vacuum conditions.For example, Figure25

shows a measurement of the dependence of electroncurrentdensityfrom one of the

NASA guns with pressure. It can be seen that, especially below P = 10-5 torr, the

efficiency of illumination increases rapidly with evacuation.

I I I I I

d nalcm2

20

\
10 _

I I I

5 10-5 2 5 10-4 2

PRESSURE torr
RT-20700

Fi_Jre 2}. Variation of electron beam current density wi_ pressure ' 1

Another observation, made ina very empirical manner, concerned the nature of l

the discharge data obtainable. The samples relieved their charged condition by both ._

blowoff and (lashover types of discharge. Kapton, which attained the highest

potentials, was a rich source of blowoff data. However, at pressures above about

5 x t0 -6 torr, it became very difficult to attain sample potentials resulting in such

discharges. The Ilashover transients, moreover, decreased significantly in magnitude.

It was not a result of lower electron flux densities because these could be adjusted to

give constant currents at the sample. It appeared that the accumulating charge on the

dielectrics was being bled away, in all likelihood, by increased surface interaction with

the ambient chamber gas.
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A first-order consideration indicates that this explanation is reasonable. Assum-

ing the air to have a mean molecular mass of 28.8 and a constant RMS particle velocit,'

(rather than a Maxwellian distribution)) then at 0°C) the collision rate of molecules

with a flat surface) dN/dt) is given approximately by

dN - 3.2 x 1020 P cm -2 s"I
dt (2)

where P = pressure in torr.

At P : 5 x i0 -6 torr a rate of 1.6 x I0 [5 collision/cm2 s may be expected. A

charging current density of 10na/cm 2 is an electron flux density of about

6 x 1010 cm "2 s"[. Even assuming fully efficient attachment to the sample) the air

molecule bombardment far exceeds the electron build-up rate.

Discharging by this means is probably due mostly to dislodging of electrons

embedded in the surface layers) which then may be expelled by the negative potential.

The mean energy of the molecules is about 0.04 eV which is probably not enough to free

many surface electrons. The high velocity tail of the distribution may have sufficient

population to affect the observed behavior.

The formation of negative ions of the atmospheric species could play a small part.

The electron affinity of N2 is very low (Ref _i). N2 has a short lifetime which is of the

order of a few vibration periods. 02, however, has an affinity of 0.45 eV and thus may

play a role through capture of loosely attached electrons.

The attainment of sufficiently low pressures in Tank 5 is strongly dependent on

the degree of liquid nitrogen flow and equilibrium temperatures of the two baffles. The

necessity of CAN electrical isolation required the power for internal systems to be ,,

supplied by rechargable nickel=cadmium batteries. These and certain electronic devices

used could suffer performance degradation at temperatures below =10°C and it was

necessary to maintain the test object above this value. This was achieved by using the

lower nitrogen baffle only and controlling flow by means of thermostats on this cold

wail. It was possible to keep the CAN warm and pressures sufficiently low by this

procedure. For the SCATSAT testing it was decided to diminish the sensitivity of the

data system electronics inside the tank by using only MIL STD components capable of

operating at temperatures as low as -50°C.
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4. PRESENTATION OF DATA

$.! INTRODUCTION

In this section we present a qualitative review of representative discharge data

which characterized the response o( the CAN to discharges occurring in the three

dielectrics, Kapton, FEP Teflon and the (used silica coverslips mounted on the solar

array mockup. Sample configurations are described in Section 3.1, and measurement

techniques in Section 3.2. The data selected for discussion represents a small fraction

o( all events recorded, beir,g those with the largest amplitude. In fact, discharge pulses

and corresponding responses of up to the largest reported were observed. However, in

deriving a worst case :{or simulation, it is the largest discharges which are significant,

as they will couple the most energy into internal cabling.

For each discharge, we attempted to simultaneously record the return current

signal, a portion o( blown-of( charge collected by the large Faraday cup (acing the

front of the sample, an(_ up to three _ sensor responses. The limiting (actor in

recording fast transient data was the number of working fiber optic links. No more

than three were operational at any one time. In addition, several TREK probe sweeps

were made (or each sample and charging condition to obtain dielectric pote,_tial

distributions be(ore and aIter discharges to estimate the total amount o( charge

involved in representative discharges.

The B sensors were used to determine the rate o( change o( surface replacement

currents induced by a discharge. [( one assumes that the aluminum surface o( the CAN

is a nearly per(oct conductor, then the rate o! change o( the tangential magnetic

induction field _t is related to surface current 3s in A/rn by the relationship

where /*o = (#_°10"7)" Note that Bt and 3s must be perpendicular to each other, i.e., BO

on the top o( the CAN measures 3r, while B_ on the sides measures 3z in cylindrical
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coordinates. The placement type and number of the B sensors are shown in Figure 13.

The CAN was hung so that Sensor 1 and Sensors 5, 6, and 7 were on the top of the CAN.

Sensor output in volts was converted to an equwalent B using the relationship

VOUT : B Aeq (4)

where Aeq is the equivalent area of the sensor, which is basically a half cylinder.

Aeq : 5 x 10-4 m 2 for the CML X3 and CML 3 sensors and 5 x 10-3 m 2 for the CML X6

sensors. A more detailed discussion of the B sensors can be found in References t_2 and

43. [n converting the raw data shown in the photos, correction was made for signal

amplification produced by the AFWL fiber optic links (approximately 26 dB), inserted

attenuation (0-2_ dB) to limitthe amplitude of the signals input to the fiber optic links

to <13 mV, and 1:heattenuation of the baluns which converted the differential _ output

into a single-ended signal (approximately I0 dB).

Several of the scope photo data sets for each discharge were digitized, Fourier

transformed, and for the _ data, numerically integrated. This effort was not as

successful as we had hoped as the contribution of the higher frequency components

(>20 MHz) which appeared in much of the data was hard to evaluate because of poor

definition ip the scope photos. However, these analyses did provide confirmation of the

hand-integrated B data. The problems encountered in digitization underlined the

difficulty in recording all of the fine detail of the B data. As the experiment

progressed, B channels were typically recorded on dual beam scopes with one channel

set at 500 ns/div to obtain the overall pulse structure, while the second channel

displayed an expanded subset of the entire pulse run at 50 to 100 ns/div to show fine

structure detail.

The replacement current running through the ground strap was read with a current

probe with a sensitivity of I A/volt. Measurements were taken for two configurations.

In one, the ground strap was connected directly through bus bar to the outside of the

tank. The connection from inside to outside the tank was through a heavy duty, high

voltage, vacuum feedthrough capable of withstanding >2} kV. In the second configura-

tion, "high impedance," a 1%45"2resistor was placed in series with the bus bar outside the

tank. However, the current flowing through the braid leading to the resistor was often

measured to be in excess of l A, implying a potential difference of I MY--clearly

impossible! The resistor was dc tested throughout the measurements and displayed a

value close to nominal. The most likely occurrence in retrospect was that a current

path parallel to that of the resistor was created during discharge lowering the effec-

tive impedance to ground. This was inferred from the fact that the product of the
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presumed resistance times current yielded an impossibly large voltage, The maximum

possible potential difference between the CAN and ground is the charging voltage,

typically 20 keV. For a 1 amp pulse, this implies an effective impedance as low as

20 k_. The purpose of the I M resistor was to decouple the CAN from the tank during

discharge, by providing an RC time cc :stant long compared to pulse widths to simulate

space conditions. As the capacitance C of the CAN to the tank is ca. 10-10 pF, the

minimum RC would be 10"[0.2"104 = 2_s, comparable to the pulse widtil. Thus, the

high-impedance simulation was only partially successful. Ft." the SCATSAT tests, the

single 1 M_ resistor was replaced by two strings of 100 each 20 k_ resistors.

Repeated surface potential scans were taken with the TREK probe array for each

sample and charging configuration to obtain potential maps during charge buildup and

after discharge. The difference in average potential before and after a discharge is a

measure of the total cLarge released. Typically, the probe arm would be repeatedly

swept back and forth across the Iace of the sample for a period sufficient to record one

or more discharge events. The sweep pattern for the sensors is shown in Figure 26

Barring rapid changes in potential because of discharge, successive profiles were mirror

images of each other. As the surface potential data indicates, a profile ss eep could be

performed in less than l0 seconds. Charging times are greater than or equal to

_so/Csii , where Vso is the equilibrium discharge potential, Cs sample capacitance and I i

incident current. For representa*.ive charging currents, ca. 2 na/cm 2, the time between

major discharges is _l minute or more. Thus, the successive potential sweeps over

ca. l0 seconds reproduced rea.onably well the before and after surface poterltial maps.

4.2 KAPTON

The Kapton sample is shown in Figure $. Figure 27 shows a time exposure of the

same sample du-ing an irradiation in which it underwent numerous discharges. Dis=

charge Ioci are seen to be present both in the bulk material as well as along the edges

of the region where the Kapton tape overlaps. In all cases examined, such edges were

seen to be discharge loci. After prolonged expos_lre, numerous pinholes could be found

in the tape. The charging conditions were Ei = 20 kV, 3i = 2-3 na/cro 2.
Figures 28 and _9 show surface potential scans tor two charging conditions. The

numbers on the side refer to the corresponding TREK probe paths showrl in Figure 26.

In the tigures, one can also see that the region of tape overlap is one of high potential
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approximateregioncovered withdielectricduringthe tests.

Figure 27. Discharges in Kapton sample
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Figure 29. $ur(ace potemti_l map of Kapton, grounded co_iKuration, Ei = !_ keY,
3i = 2 ha/cruZ. Horizontal= 2._ sec/diw, Vertical= 2._ kV/div. The
horizontal arrows indicate the occtcrence of __=s.
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(relative to the CAN at tank ground) and or_e where there is a sharp potential gradient.

Discharges at Ei = 15 keV, indicated by the arrow are relatively localized rather than
removing charge from across the sample. This is an important point, namely that

configuration effects such as seams or edges in segmented samples may induce

discharges at lower average potentials and over a more limited area than might be

expected from results based on testing of uniform samples and may limit the

applicability of scaling laws.

Table 4 summarizes typical average and peak surlace potential and stored charge

data for the various samples before and after discharge. Vso is the average dielectric

surface potential before discharge, Vma x the maximum, and Vsd the average potential

after discharge. The mean surface charge density before discharge qo = CVso" The
charge lost in the discharges is Aq. The total fraction of stored charge removed by

blowoff, flashover, and punchthrough in the discharge is f. The data indicates that the

equilibrium charging potentials are relatively independent of the impedance as expected

since charging is effectively a DC process. The AQ data, for Teflon at least, indicates

that the total amount of charge involved in a discharge is also relatively independent of _

CAN impedance. This assumption is aJsoimplicit in the data and models presented in

References 35 and 37. Note that while the relative fraction of stored charge released

in a discharge is significant for Teflon and also by inference from the B data for Kapton

at Ei = 20 keV, it is usually relatively small for discharge of the fused silica coverslips

mounted on the solar array mockup.

Table _. Charging Behavior of Dielectric Samples

Ei Vso Vmax Vsd qo =_Q

Material Impedance (keV) (kV) (kV) (kV) (_C/cm 2) (_C) f

Kapton Low l 0 5.4 8.2 0. _7
i5 8.2 13.5 0.72
20 9.0 15.0 0.79 g67 0.ll

FEP Low 10 6.4 7.0 0.093
15 8.5 It.5 6.0 0.12 160 0.30
20 13.3 16.0 2.7 0.19 678 0.81

High 20 l 1.5 15.0 3.7 0.17 500 0.67
Solar Low

Array Large 20 10.8 12.0 8.3 0.36 129 0.23
Typical 20 10.3 12.0 0.3_ 22 0.0_

High 20 l0.3 12.5
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Figures 30 and 31 are photographs of B and blowoff current waveforms for

discharges in Kapton with the CAN grounded. These photos are typical of the larger

amplitude pulses created by discharges in this material. Their basic shape is consistent

with a monopolar blowoff current source whose width is comparable to the B pulse

width and whose peak occurs at the crossover point of the 13signal; i.e., at 1.3 to l.g/_s.

Figure 32 shows the structure of the hand-digitized blowoff pulse and its Fourier

transform. Figure 33 shows a digitized I_ sensor output and its integral converted to
1t
!i equivalent surface current using Equation 3. Note that most of the high frequency

:! component evident in Figure 31 is lost in the digitization process. The amplitude of the

:I integrated pulse is about 22 A/m, which corresponds to a net radial current of about

75 amps. The surface current pulses showed comparable amplitudes. If one takes this

pulse as a lower bound on the magnitude of the blowoff source term, i.e., no" space

charge limiting of emission, then in excess of 100 _C is involved in the blowofI

discharge.

Representative peak I:1 amplitudes are plotted in Figure 3_. Also plotted is a

normalized rat_ of change of collected blowoff current = IB(peak)/_ D _p where IB is the
peak bloweff current collected by the Faraday cup looking at the sample, D is the CAN

diameter = 1.36 m, and Tp is the time at which IB(peak) is reached, measured from the
pulse onset.

The net charge collected by the blowoff detector was about 1.2/_C A simple

calculation based on the relative sizes and positions of the blowofI collector and CAN

indicates that if the blowoff charge is emitted isotropically and travels towards the

tank walls, then the Faraday cup should intercept about 1/80th of the total emitted

charge. Thus, the blowoff data is consistent with that of the B sensors.

The high frequency component of the B data was not resolvable. However, data

taken during later runs indicates that this component has a frequency in excess of

50 MHz.

Figure 35 shows representative B and blowofI sensor data for the response

produced by discharges in Kapton for the high impedance configuration. The pulse

shapes and amplitudes of the B data are similar to those for the grounded case (see

Figure 31). The shape of the observed blowoff pulse is significantly different. In the

high impedance case, the observed blowoff pulse shapes were typically bipolar or

multipolar (+,=). Integration of representative B data yields peak surface currents of

ca. 50 A/m on top of the CAN, or about 170 amps peak.
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a. Sensor 3 Upper: 7.0 T/secJdiv
Lower: 34.8 T/sec/div
Both 500 ns/div

b. Sensor 1 Upper: 19.2 T/sec/div
Lower: 96 T/sec/div
Both ..¢_)0ns/div

Figure 30. Kapton, grounded configuration, B sensor data
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FACTOR 24KGB AUGUST 19, 1980

°0 _ _ J_ _-- I

• 2 310 4.0 5.0

-0.20-

-0.40

-0.60

-u.80

-I.00

-1.2o
TIME(_s)

a. BLOWOFFSENSOR '_

I0-4 _

10-5

i0.6

i0"7_
o.

i0"8_

10"9 ........ I ..... I

0.01 0.i 1.0 I0.0 I00.0

b. FOURIERTRANSFORM FREQUENCY (Hz)

RT-20752

Figure 32. Digitized blowoff current response for Kapton, grounded configuration
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FACTOR24KG4 JULY 24, 1980

IOC-

8C-

6C-

4C-

2C-

_ o_ 5.0

_ -2o

-30-

-40 - _

5-6 {a) g SENSOR 1

INVERSETRANSFORM24KG4 JULY 24, 1980

TIME (us)

0 ,.i- i w . J J

5 " .0 / 3.0 4.0 5.0

E

_ 10

_ 15

20

25 -

b, INTEGRATED

RT-20750-A

Figure 33. Digitized B sensor response for Kapton, gro,. 3ed configure zion
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SENSOR

,_ ,_,T'T'_ 108 i 3 IB/rpfrD

oRIG;_'_.L_"_':""" i ! ! ' 1°6

OF pOOR QUALITY ._--2B,31KH Z
- .24KG - -_

/ _24KG, 23KG - "_

_ IGKG __ z

23KG

I_--- KGI6rv.

RT-20794 107 I I I 105

Figure 34. Kapton sensor response

a. Blowoff
Vert: 20 ma/div
Horiz: 2 p.sec/div

b. Sensor 1

Upper Vert: 49 T/sec/div;,
Lower Vert: 97 T/sec/div

Upper Horiz: 1/zsec/div;
Lower Horiz= 2/_sec/div

Figure 3_. Sensor data, Kapton, high-impedance configuration
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#.3 TEFLON

The configuration of the Teflon sample panel is shown in Figure 9. As there was

some question as to the effect ol the manner of applicaton of the tape on discharge

initiation, the panel was made up with the bottom three seams butted and the top four

lapped. The latter procedure was used ;n mounting this material on the P78-2.

Figure 36 is a time exposure of the panel under electron irradiation. It can be seen that

the discharge loci lie along the seams of the tape. It is not apparent from the

photograph whether cqischarges are more prevalent along butted or lapped seams.

However, there is some evidence to be obtained from the surface potential scans.

Figures 37 through 40 show the surface potential map for several sweeps of the

CAN containing the TREK probes for Ei = 10, 15, 20 keY, 3i = 2 na/cm 2 for the CAN

greunded and for Ei = 20 keY for the CAN in the high impedance configuration.

Representative average, peak and post-discharge potentials, as well as charge lost in a

discharge are showr, in Table 4.

For Ei = l0 keV, there is little if any discharging of significant magnitude. The

dip in potential at the seams is evident. For Ei = 15 keY, discharges which remove a

significant fraction of the stored charge are evident as is the steeper potential

gradients at the tape seams. These trends become more pronounced for Ei = 20 keV.

The rate of discharge becomes more frequent and involves neutralization of most of the

trapped charge. Th_ charging and discharging behavior of the Teflon sample for both

the grounded and high impedance configurations are similar.

In order to correlate structural features with discharge loci, the data of Figure 39

were replotted and superimposed on the Teflon surface in Figures 41 and 42. It can be

seen that, as expected, the potential is highest on tape surfaces between seams. More

charge was lost from the upper half plane of the sample in the discharge plotted. For

Teflon irradiated at Ei = 20 keV, ] i = 2.5 na/cm 2, major discharges occur every minute
or so.

Again, the time lapse photographs and surface potential scans show the fact that

steep potential gradients occur at discontinuities in the dielectric, such as at edges or

at seams which are regions of high potential gradients and serve as loci for discharge

initiat,on. As many spacecraft insulators are put down in segments (solar arrays, OSR's,

etc.) one must be careful about applying scaling laws based on the behavior of uniform

seamless laboratory samples to real space hardware.
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Figure 36. Discharges in the Teflon tape sample
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RT-Z0766

Figure 37. Surface potential map of FEP Teflon, _'ounded configuration, Ei = 10 keV,
3i=2 na/cm z. Horizontal: 1 box = 2.5 seq Vertical: 1 box = 2.5 keY.
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RT-20764

FiKt_'e 39. ._t_ I_t._t._l _an, _ l'etl_, Ei = 20 keY, 3i = 2.5 m_/cm2. Hori-
zontal= 1 div = 2._ seq Vertical: I div = 2._ kV. The arrows indicate the
occurrenceof discharges.

i

_T-Z0763

Figu_ _0. Surface potential scan, FEP Teflon, high iml_ c_nfigur_tion,
Ei = 20 keY, 3i = 2.J n_Icm2, Vertic_h I div = 2.J kV; Horizo_t_l:
I div = 2.3 see.. The arrow indicates the pre_nce of a discharge.
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RT-2.0795

Figure _ h Surface poten_l map of Teflon, Ei = 20 keY, belore dischpzge

_T-Z0796

Figure_.2. Surface potentialmap ol Teflon, F-i- 20 keY, after _lle
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Figures#3 through#5 show representativephotographsof the responseproduced

on the grounded CAN by dischargesin the TefK.n. The returncurrent photos are

invertedas these pulsesare actuallypositive,i.e.,electronflow from ground to the

CAN duringdischarge.The amplitudeof these pulsesranged as highas 200 A peak.

Pulse half maximum widths were 1.0 to _.8/_s. The amount of charge lost to blowoff

can be bounded by the return current pulses as being at least 150 _C or about 25 to

55 percent of the total charge removed in large amplitude discharges. The latter

represented about 73 percent of the total charge stored for Ei -- 20 keV, 3i = 2.5 na/cm 2
charging conditions.

The data of Figure #3 was digitized. The blowoff and return signals are shown in

Figure #6, and B data in Figures #7 and #8. The latter were numerically integrated as

shown in the figures. Note that in the digitization process, information about the high

frequency component is lost. However, it is clear that the basic pulse is relatively

wide, ca. 1 to 2 _s, much wider than that of the MIL-STD 13#1 arc and the CDI pulse

used in the CAN and SCATSAT electrical tests discussed in Reference 2.

The magnitude of the surface currents and return currents are comparable. For

example, the surface current shown in Figure #8 averages tr, a net flow on the top of

the CA of 228 A peak. This is about twice as large as the return current. However,

the surface potential data indicates that +he discharge is asymmetric in that more

current will flow on some areas of the CAN than others. In addition, the flow of

surface body current and return current will be equal only in the case where all of the

blowoff charge escapes to the w_uls of the tank. In most of the cases analyzed, the

magnitude of the surface current at a sensor location was less than that for the return

current. Estimated peak surface current data and corresponding return currents are

shown in Figure #9. Peak IZt(=B/Po = is/CD) response is plotted in Figure 50.

The notation employed nnTa is nn = shot number, T = Teflon, a = G = grounded,

a--H = high impedance configuration. It can be seen that the data for a particular

sensor shows c_n=_derable fluctuation. This is due to the fluctuation in the pulse shape

and amplitude of particular discharges which is magnified by the fact that a B sensor

produces a derivative of the corresponding current. In addition, the high impedance

data as a group shows higher amplitudes than that of the grounded configuration data.

This isdue, inpart,to the enhanced highfrequencycomponent in the high impedance

dischargedata. Thlscan be understoodby the followingsimpleargument. The response

of the B sensorisgiven by Equation_. Ifone has a pulsewith severalsurfacecurrent
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FACTOR 45TGB JULY 14, 1980

I TIME (us)

0 _. I o _ o a I
_.u .o 5.0

-l.o--
<=

-2.o

-3.0 --
a. BLOWOFF

FACTOR45TGR JULY 14, 1980
0 --

T(ps)

I 2 3 4 5
-I0 I o

-20 -

-40

-60Z
0

u_

-80

-1O0

-120

-140 --

TIME (_s)
b. RE'TURNCURREI+T

RT-20734

Figure 46. Typical digitized blowoff and return currents, FEP Teflon, grounded config-
uration
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Figure ¢7. Digitized response of B Sensor 4
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FACTOR45TG3 JULY 7, 1980
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Figure _8. Digitized responseof B Sensorl I
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Figure _9. Estimated peak surface currents, Teflon
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components (In), each with a characteristic rise time TN, then the net sensor response
is approximately

V __ _oAeff(Ii/-rl �I2/r2 .... ) . (5)

Thus a higher frequency component will produce a larger sensor response per unit

surface current. Characteristic ringing frequencies in sensor data for the high

impedance configuation were typically clustered around 12 and >50 MHz, high com-

pared to the predominant frequencies of the main pulse centered around I MHz.

The enhanced high frequency component for the B data is evident in the

reproduction of sensor data in Figures 51 and 52. Other significant differences are

apparent if compared to data recorded with the CAN grounded. First, the charge

collected by the blowoff sensor is positive. The amplitude of the blowoff current in this

case is comparable to that for the low impedance data. Second, the return current is

typically bipolar (+,-). However, the amplitudes typically observed are not compatible

with the value of R : i Mfl. Currents of the order of 1 A would imply voltages across

the resistor of ca. I MV, clearly impossible, as the highest possible potential is the

maximum surface potential of the CAN, <20 kV; relative to tank ground. It is felt that

the most likely explanation for this occurrence is surface breakdown along the resistor

during discharge. Data taken under similar conditions (Ref 37), indicates that the test

object could have risen to voltages in excess of 10 keV for these charging conditions.

Feedthrough breakdown is |ess likely as the vacuum feedthrough employed had a

nominal capability of withstanding 25 kV.

Characteristic surface currents ranged up to 65 A/m based on a hand integration

of the _ sensor data.

_.4 SOLAR ARRAY MOCKUP

A photograph of the solar panel mockup is shown in Figure 10, while schematics

are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The same pan,.'l under electron irradiation is shown in

Figure _3. Not surprisingly, the most active discharge sites are at the edges of

coverslips. There was some question as to the mounting of these slips on the P75-2

array based on a charging analysis performed by NASA. Therefore, the test panel was

constructed with half the coverslips glued down so that the MgF 2 antireflection coating

faced out (normal-bottom of panel) and half with the SiO2 face out (reversed-top half).
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a. Return Vert:. I Aldiv; Horiz: 500 ns/div

b. Blowoff Vert: 0.2_ A/div; Horiz: _ ns/div

Figure 51. Sensorphotos,Teflon, high-impedanceconfiguration
(Sheet 1 of 2)
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c. Sen.sor12
Upper- l/_sec delay, Vert, 29.9 Tlsec_ Horiz- I00 ns/div
Lowel: Vert= 29.9 T/sec, Horiz- 500 ns/div

d. Upper: Sensor 13 Vert- 4.3 T/sec/div
Horiz= 200 m/sec, 1.:$/_sec delay

Lower: Sensor 14 Vert= 17.4 T/sec/div
Horiz: 200 ns/div

Figure $1. Sensor photos, Teflon, high-impedance configuration
(Sheet 2 of 2)
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tJ +•.-fill
Channel l Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4
Sensor3 Blowoff Sensor2 Sensor1
24.6 T/s/div 0.4 A/div 30 T/s/div 21._ T/s/div
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Return

2 Aldiv

naddiv

Figure _2. Sensorrespcmses,FEP Teflon, high-impedanceconfiguration
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,t

Figure53. Dischargesinthesolararraymockup

For the exposure conditions, electrons only) the equilibrium charging potentials (or the

two panel halves were similar, as was the discharge behavior.

Surface potential scans showing a relatively large discharge for the panel is shown

in Figure 54. Figure 55 depicts one showing a more representative series o( charging

and discharging cycles. One significant diiference between the discharge b_havior of

the solar panel mockup and zhe other samples is that discharges were typically much

smaller for identical charging conditions. A large discharge in the SA panel involved

less than 20 percent of the injected charge, while typical discharges removed only a

Iewpercent. Discharges in Teflon and Kapton were much larger, involving up go

80 percent or more o{ the total deposited charge, depending on the cnarging conditions.

There was little dilference in the equilibrium charging potentials reached in the

grounded and high impedance samples as expected, since r-harging is a quasi-DC process

during which the potential ol the CAN is essentially the same as that of the tank.

A typical set of discharge data is shown in Figure 56. The observed return c trent

pulses were positive, with 10 to 20 A peaks, relatively symmetric, and with half

maximum pulse widths of about 1.2 lLs. A few of the return current signals had ampli-

tudes as large as 50 A. The peak currents and charge contained in the return current

7_
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RT-20974

Fi&_re _I. Surface potential scan ot the solar array mcckul_ _rounded configuritio_
The arrow indicates the occurrew_ ot a large __e. Scale Ver i_cr,J--
1 div = 2.} kV.

, , , , i i i , i

RT.-Z0762

Figure _. Surface potentiad scan ot solar array rnodoJp, grounded conti&__-atio_,
Ei = 20 keV, 3i = 1._ - 2.:_naJcm2. Horizont_d: 1 div = 2.:_ sec. Vertical, 1
div = 2._ kV. The arrows d_ow the _ ot a __e.
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pulse places a lower bound on the magnitude of the blowoff discharge source. Visible in

tne return current and 13 sensor photographs is a 6 to 7 MHz oscillation. This i

component was also present in the response of other samples, but was less in evidence

because of the larger amplitude of the blowoff discharge which was the prirlcipal driver

of the CAN replacement currents. We attribute the origin of the 6 to t MHz oscillation

to the combined response of the CAN_ ground strap and tank, primarily the inductance i

of the ground strap and the capacitance of the CAN to the tank•

Superimposed on the basic I_ pulse shape is a second higher frequency component i

i shown in Figure 56• The lower trace of this photo i_ the entire B signal recorded at a
horizontal sweep of 0.5 _s/div. The upper trace is an expanded segment recorded at

0.I _s/div. Clearly evident is a high frequency ringing with a period of about I0 ns or

50 MHz. The relative amplitude of this component in the surface current is magnified
J

in the I_ measurement because of its more rapid rate of change o£ amplitude compared

to that of the main signal (q.v., Equation 5). The blov/oif and return current waveforms

shown in Figure 56 were digitized and plotted in Figure 57 and are typical of large

amplitude solar array discharges. The corresponding I_ data for sensor 8 are shown in

Figure 58

A summary of the peak response data for the B sensors is plotted in Figure 59. In

addition, we have plotted the average rate of rise of the return current pulse

l R 2eakJ/_'p. _ D, where -rp is the peak time, measured from pulse onset divided by the
c'.rcumference ol the CAN, _ x 1•36 r'. Also plotted are peak bockplane wire currents.

It can be s_en that there is considerable scatter in the data. However, the Hp data is
centered at about 9 x 106 A/m/s, while the return current data is centered on about

3.5 x l06 A/m/s. ff the return current and the blowoff current were substantially

equivalent, then one would expect that on the average, IR/_-p'_D _ Is. Reasons for the
failure for this inequality to hold include"

:. B data also includes high frequency components which raise the peak

amplitude but do not contribute significantly to the average peak return or

surfacecurrents,

2. The averagerateof riseof thereturncurrentislessthan itspeak value.

3. For surface current pulses of the shape of the integrated II signal like that in

Figure 58, the peak B (or I_I) is about twice the average value. It is more

reasonab!e to compare Hay _" Hp/2 to Ip/1"p. Such a comparison provides
more reasonableagreement.
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ORIGINAl: PA-eE'
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH

a. Return Current Horizontal= J ,zsec/div
Vertical: 12.5 A/div

b. Blowof! Sensor Horizontal-- I/_sec/div
Vertical= 0.0_ A/div

Figure 56. Photographs of response of solar array mockup, grounded configuration
(Sheet 1 of 2)
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r

c. Upper - Sensor II Horiz = 100 ns/div Vert: J._ T/div
Lower - Sensor l I Horiz: 500 ns/div Vert: J._ T/div

d. Upper - Sensor g Horiz: 100 nsidiv Vert: 13.8 T/div
Lower - Sensor g Horiz: 500 ns/div Vert: 13.8 T/div

Figure 56. Photosraphs of response of solar array mockup, 8rou_led confisuration
(Sheet 2 of 2 sheets}
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Figure }7. Digitized return and blowoff currents, grounded solar array mockup
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FACTOR60SG3 AUGUST 18, 1980
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b. B SENSOR8
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b. SURFACECURRENT TIME (_s)
RT-20740

Figure 5g. Digitized response of B Sensor g, solar array mockup, grounded configuration
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Figure _9. Normalized peak I_sensor response solar array mockup, grounded corffigura- ,.
tion

Based on the data presented in Figure 59, one may conclude that representative

peak blowofI currents are at le.ast 15 A as measured by the corresponding return

currents while corresponding surface currents are about l_.5 A/m. Very large amplitude

pulses may be three times larger.

A representative set of sensor data is shown in Figure 60 for the responses

produced in the CAN (high impedance configuration) by discharges in the solar array

mockup. Figures 6] and 62 show digitized waveforms. Return signals are one to two

amps in magnitude, bipolar (+,-) and contain a significant component of higher ':

frequency ringing at I3 to It) MHz. ._,s the nominal resistor in series with the return

line is I M_, partial) but nondestructive breakdown, of this component must have

occurred during discharge. The ringing can be seen in the /3 photo (Figure 60). Also

present is a second, higher frequency component with a characteristic frequency ol

50 MHz, or greater. Some of the B photos also showed evidence of a very small,

extremely high frequency component with a period of 170 to 200 MHz.

Peak I_ sensor and backplane wiring data is plotted _n Figure 63. The peak B data

for the sensors on top of the CAN (I-t)) are somewhat higher than those for the low

impedance configuration. This is due. in part, to the fact there appeared to be more of

the high frequency components in the response as reflected in the return current pulses,
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a. Return
Vert: 2._ A/div
Horiz- 1/_sec/div

b. Blowoff
Vert: 0.l A/div
Horiz: l/_sec/div

Figure 60. Photographs of sensor responsessolar array, high impedance configurationt
(Sheet l of 2 sheets)
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c. Upper - Sensor l Horiz= 500 ns/div Vert: 24 T/sec/div
Lower - Sensor 3 Horiz= 500 ns/div Vert= 14 T/sec/d;v

d. Channel 3 Channel 4
Upper - Sensor 2 Horiz-- 100 ns/div Vert= 35 T/sec/div
Lower - Sensor 2 Horiz= 500 ns/div Vert= 35 r/sec/div

Figure 60. Photographs of sensor responses solar array, high impedance configuration,
(Sheet 2 of 2 sheets)
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Figure 61. Digitized return and biowo/! currents, solar array mockup, high-impedance
contiguration
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Figure 62. Di_tized I_sens_r cla_, solar array rno_, high-impedance coe_iguration
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Figure 63. Peak B sensorand backplanewire currentsfor the solararray .,nockup,
high impedance confik_'ation

many of wh.,:ch were rapidly rising (_r < 0.2 ns) and contained more high frequency

ringing.

The backplane wire currents in the high impedance case were comparable to those

seen when the CAN was grounded.

The blowoff currents were often bipo'ar (-,+) with the negative component

predominant and about 0.05 to 0.2 A peak.

In order to obtain energy information about the energies ox blowoff particles,

so_nesimple time-of flight measurements were rnade In these, both the return current

and b!owoff signals were input to a dual-channel transient digitizer. The blowoft signal

was used as a trigger for both sweeps. A representative signal is shown in Figure E_ for

a discharge in the mock solar array with the CAN grounded. This photo is typAcal of

_6
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Upper: Blowoff, Vert = 0.05 A,'div; Horiz. = 1/_sec/div
Lower- Return, Vert = 5 A/div; ltoriz. = 1/_sec/div

Figure 64. Relative timing of blowoff and return current signals for solar array modcup

several that were taken for the different materials. It can be seen that the blowoff

current is similar in shape to, but follows the return current by about 300 ns, While

there was some shot-to-shot variation, both in relative pulse shape and onset time, in

almost every pulse pair recorded in this manner, the blowoff signal followed the return

pulse by a time which was typically a few hL:ndred nanoseconds. For _t = 300 ns, this

corresponds to electrons whose average energy is 71 eV, much less than the discharge

potential of the CAN both before and after a discharge.

_.5 ELECTRICAL TEST DATA

_._.1 Introduction

The ultimate objective of the ground test program is to develop electrical

excitation procedures which reproduce important features of the response induced in

spacecraft as a consequence of space electron induced discharges. The approach being

taken is to develop an electrical system qualification test which mimics the replace-

ment currents generated consequent to an EID on the external structure. As part of

this overall program electrical excitations of the CAN test object were performed

which simulate different canonical discharges. These excitations were of two types:

1. A capacitive direct drive re', whose aim is to stimulate the structura! re-

sponse produced by the blowoff of electrons which is a major driver for the

response.
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2. An arc discharge which simulates a • unchthrough discharge which seems to

be part of the discharge process, but not nerassarily a dominant driver. To

some degree, flashover is also simulated by such a test.

The first set of tests was performed as part of an SGEMP Analysis Verification

Program performc J under AFWL Contract F29601-74-C-105 (Ref 39). The second set

of tests were performed as part of Phase I of the present program (Ref 1) where the

intent was to demonstrate the relative effectiveness of simulation of blowof2 and

flashover/punchthrough in producing structural replacement currents.

At the time these tests were performed, it was believed that discharge pulses

were relatively narrow, i.e., of the order of a few tens of nanoseconds. In addition, the

available electrical techniques for producing arc discharge simulations also involved

relatively narrow pulses. For example, the FWHM of the recommended MIL-STD-I5_ 1

arc is typically less than 10 ns.

A parallel effort was to ascertain the ability of conventional SGEMP coupling

codes to predict structural responses if suitable source terms for the di_-charge were

incorporated, and to provide a means of scaling between different driver in order to

obtain normali_ed response comparison and to be able to predict the re,.;ponse of an

object to an arbitrary excitation. In this section, we review the pertinent electrical

test results. Comparison between the electrical excitations, and the electron spraying !

discharge data and model calculations is made in Section S._. -!

_.5.2 AE,: Discharge Experim_-'nt

Only a brief summary of the arc discharge experiment will be given here. A more

extensive discussion can be found in Section 3.t_, Volume I of Reference 1. Basically,

the intent of the experiment shown in Figure 6_ was to simulate an arc. The source was

a tear-drop shaped 60 nF capacitor whose dielectric was made from 1 rail Mylar. The

intent in using such a shape was to leave a region near the discharge uncovered, i.e., to

minimize the perturbation of external fields in areas where measurements were being

taken. The capacitor was charged by a high voltage power supply until the spark gap

located at the center of the top of the CAN broke down, typically at about l._ kV. The

test object was isolated from ground during the discharge by dielectrically isolating it

and inserting [3.56 M_ in series with the power supply charging the dielectric.

Measurements were aken with a series of B sensors of the same type as were used in

the electron spraying experiment. The discharge current was monitored with a current

i_ .......... ....... • i _j
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28 cm _JHARGING CAPACITOR

J _ HEIGH : 0.83 m

J _ _ SENSORS:

3 N-_" 1 &2

_k Aeq. = 5 cm

2
Aeq. = 50 cm

(b) SENSOR PLACEMENT

CURRENT
POWER. CAPACITOR PROBE

SUPPLYI_ 12 _ _ _ GAP

I _ I ,_ I BAL_CEOA];E_,SORS_2_
J T J SEA(ED _mJ | LINES Y/'I

l "E_;__ / I/ I'l._. CMLL_
_o.83, ,.37__U__.j-'"-" sE,_Ps(3)

l N.... I''IV. • " ","

__ _ SINGLE__NOE_L:.E
_'-'-'---"'--_--- _ TO SO01 ',.IFEET

la_ EXPERIMENTALSETUP. THE THICKNESSOF THE CHARGING CAPACITORAND
GAP SILE ARE EXAGGERATEDTO SHOW DETAIL.

RT-163_;

Figure 6}. Arc discharge test configuration

probe across the low inductar, ce sFlrk gap. Sensor data was ,'ecorded both with fiber

optics to maintain dielectric isolation and with hard wire or comparison.

"_ typical dis'.harge current waveform is shown in Figure 66. These pulses were

7}0 to [000 A peak, with a full width at half maximum ol about _0 ns, showing

crossover at _ 80 ns and 240 ns. Note that this is comparable to the largest amplitude

blowoff discharge source te_'ms interred from the ElI3 experiments on the CAN and

similar experiments. Typical !_ data is shown irt Figure 67. Data was taken with

sensors placed along the line o( symmetry of the tear-drop capacitor (180°) and at right

angles (90°) to look for asymmetries in the response. An interesting point to note is

that the hardw_,re and fiber optic coupled data were similar but not identical. The (iber

optic data showed a 67 .._Hz osci!lation superimposed o,f_the main B signal which was

$9
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t

Vertical: 2._0_div

Peaks: - 1000A, +750A

f 0 Crossovers: 80 and 240 nsec

_. Fig_e 66. Arc dischargeoucrentwaveform, hardwiredconfiguration

10 m V/div

I_ 20 nsec/div

Approximately 70 tesla/sec-cfiv

Figure 67. Response measured by CML3 sensor at position 1

not evident in the hardwire data. The shape of the B signals are what would be obtained

if the signal in Figure 66 were differentiated.

The results of the 13¢ measurements are contained in Table 5. They have been

normalized to a 1000 amp peak drive current. As these are purely electrical data, the

response should scale linearly with the magnitude of the current. For comparison the

t3_ data was integrated assuming that the source term and _ pulses had the same shape

a_ _hose in Figures 66 and 67. For comparison some of the analytical predictions based

on calculations made with the SABER SGEMP code have been included for two scaling

approximations, one that the B response scales at the peak rate of change of the source

term (Ip/_p), the other that the response scales as the rate of change of potential

across the capacitor (Vp = (_p/C = Ip/C). These calculations, which are described in
detail in Section 6._ of Reference l, are discussed in Section 5._ of this report. For

comparison, note that Ip/_p for the EID data was typically l07 to L0g A/s. For tL_e
i0I0

norn_alized CAN arc discharge data Ip/_p
3.5 X A/s.
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i Table 5. Data Set for Arc Discharge (From Ref. 1)

Measured Peak Sensor Response (Teslas/sec) d

Data System Location c l 2 3 /4 5

HWa 180° /490 1/40 16 16 17

FOb 180° 6/40d 81 11 6 6.5

HW 90° 95/4 186 21 22 21

Integrated Peak Response e (A/m)

HW 180° 10.7 3.1 0.35 0.35 0.37

FO 180° 1/4.0 1.8 0.2/4 0.13 0.14

HW 90° 20.9 /4.1 0./46 0./48 0./46

Calculated Peak Response (Teslas/sec)

180°(Ip/Cp) f 90 16 2.7 1.2 0.8

180° (Ip/-rp) g 760 135 23 10 7

-_ 90°(Ip/Cp)I 225 /45 5 1./4 O.6

90 ° (Ip/Tp) 1902 380 /42 12 5

aH.W. = Hardwire bF.o. = Fiber Optic

CLine of sensors relative to axis of symmetry of tear-drop capacitor.

dScaled to I000 A peak current

eAssurning pulse shapes like those in Figures 66 and 67.

f Scaled to same peak rates of charge capacitor potential as i" arc discharge experi-
ments.

gScaled to same peak rate of change of source current as in arc discharge experiments
(3.5 x I0 I0 A/s).

4.5.3 CD! Tests

Capacitative direct drive injection excitations of the CAN were made using the

setup sl)own in Figure 68. The CAN was isolated from ground and response data was

taken via d;electric data links. The Anvil 160 pulser shown in the figure is battery

powered and triggered through a fiber optic line. It produces a fast rising and relatively

narrow pulse whose amplitude and shape are dependent on the location) shape and

separation from the CAN of the drive plate) but which typicaLy have rise times of a

few nanoseconds and a FWHM of less than l0 ns. A damping resistor, inserted in series

with the drive wire, was adjusted for each configuration to provide optimum damping of

current oscillations. For the 79 cm diameter plate and 30 cm plate spacing 150_ was

)lsed. Note that the pulser was mounted inside the CAN as shown in Figure 68 rather
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Nomal (top) Nomal (top)

50 Wb/m2-s/div 100 Wb/m2-s/div

82.5 Wb/m2-speak 230 Wb/m2-speak

Reverse (bottom) Reverse (bottom)

50 Wb/m2-s/div 100 Wb/m2-s/div

105 Wb/m2-speak _ 250 Wb/m2-speak
\

DRIVE PLATE

Nomal (top) /12.5 Wb/m2-s/div DAMPING

Reverse28.8 Wb/m2-s(bottom)peak _ {._ RESISTOR

|

12.5 Wb/m2-s/div

28.8 Wb/m2-speak

Nodal (top) 3 ANVILFoTRIGGERPULSER

12.5 Wb/m2-s/div

22.5 Wb/m2-speak D CURRENT

Reverse (bottom) _ _o 4

12.5 Wb/m2-s/div

22.5 Wb/m2-speak

o5

0.2 A/div

Nomal (top) 6 0.73 A peak
12.5 Wb/m2-s/div •

16.3 Wb/m2-s peak \

Reverse (bottom) \
12.5 Wb/m2-s/div

16.3 Wb/m2-speak

Normal (top)

HORIZONTALSCALE 5 ns/div 5.0 Wb/m2-s/div

B FIELDS FOR 0.3 m PLATE HEIGHT 7.5 Wb/m2-s peak

SOLID CYLINDER - CURRENT DRIVE Reverse (bottom)

5.0 Wb/m2-s/div

8.0 Wb/m2-s peak

Figure 68. Representative 13data set for CDI excitation of_ CAN
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than outside as was the case for the SCATSAT tests (q.v., Figure 13b, Reference 2).

This is immaterial insofar as the electrical excitation of the structure is concerned as it

only affects the polarity of the response.

A typical set of Be data for a plate spacing of about 0.3 m is shown in Figure 68

as a function of distance from the drive wire. The corresponding surface currents (He)

are shown in Figure 69. For the most part the surface currents follow the drive pulses.

Because of the drive configuration, the response shows azimuthal symmetry in contrast

with the arc injection which had an asymmetric drive plate (although the arc discharge

was along the axis of symmetry of the CAN). For this case t r ~ 5.5 ns and the FWHM is

~9 ns. Table 6 presents a data summary for the CAN as a function of plate spacing.

The corresponding sensor locations are shown in Figure 68. The various calculations for

response prediction and data comparison are discussed in Section 5.4. For the data of

Figure 68, Ip/Tp = 0.73 A/5 ns = I.# x I08 A/s. For comparison, predictions of the
corresponding B responses made with the ABORC SGEMP code are also given. The

calculated B pulse shapes are generally what one would expect if the drive pulse is

differentiated. The calculated He responses generally follow the current source terms.
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Noma.1 (bottom) .qorua.l. (bo,_t,_,,)

0.066 A/m/dlv 0.132 ._u/cU.v

O.23 A/m"peak. 0.50 A/m peak.

gossutJ. (bottam)

O.OLi &/m/dJ.v

UorsJmr.a.L Ses.1Le5 -m/d_v 0.024 A/m peak

0.10 rope peak

l_rH (top)

O.013 a/mldS._,

0.013 lJn pemk

0.06 mlpm pe_k

Figure 69. Solidcylinder- current drive H-fields for 0.3 m plate height
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Table 6. Data Set for CDI and Blowoff
t

Plate lp/_p
Sep. Measured Peak B Sensor Response (T/s) a
(m) (10 7 A/s) 1 2 3 _, 5 6

0.1 57 762 102 2i 18.1 13.8 6.7
0.3 1#.6 240 94 29 22.3 16.3 7.8
1.0 3.4 67.3 30 11.6 9.5 7.5 3.0

Predicted Peak/3 Sensor Response (T/s) b
1

0.35 14.6 149 62.5 45.2 20.1 18.4

Measured Peak He Sensor Response (A/m) a'd

Ip(A) I 2 3 _ 5 6

0.1 1.7 1.6 0.31 0.056 0.043 0.037 0.013
0.3 0.73 0.53 0.23 0.068 0.055 0.046 0.019
1.0 0.34 0.25 0.13 0.056 0.047 0.035 0.016

Predicted He Sensor Response (A/m) c'd

0.35 0.73 0.38 0.20 0.080 0.059 0.041

aAverage of peak positive and negative polarity injections.

bABORC calculation scaled to Ip/Tp = 1._6 x 108 A/s.
CABORC calculation scaled to I = 0.73 A.

P
dTo convert the H data to currents in amps muhiply the sensor of values

by (_)(0._6)= l._4, those for sensor 2 by (_)(0.92)=2.9, and those for '_
sensors 3 through by 6 by (,-r)(1.36)=4.27.
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5. DATA EVALUATION

5.l INTRODUCTION

The objective of the CAN tests was to develop a data base describing the external

response of a simple satellite-like object to electron-induced discharges to provide an

experimental basis for the development of an electrical simulation test. In order to

have confidence in making this translation, four factors must be considered;

1. Are the simulation conditions realistic in terms of environment and effects

produced?

2. What is the magnitude of the responses produced in a worst-case sense--

important in developing a qualification procedure?

3. How can one infer the behavior of similar objects under other exposure

conditions, containing different materials and configurations; i.e., the ques-

tion of scaling?

#. How well do proposed or presentlyutilizedelectricaltest procedures

simulatetheexternalresponseof a spacecraftto EID?

The firstquestionhas not been addressedin thesetests. The complex environ-

ment of electrons,ions,and UV has been abbreviacedinchoosinga simulationbased on

monoenergeticelectronsof energy ~10 to 20 keV, the component which isof primary

importanceinthe chargingof surfacespacecraftdielectrics.However, data does exist

for the effectof some components of theenvironmenton discharges(Refs3#,37)which

willbe discussedinthe next sectionof thisreport.Emphasis isfocusedin thissection

on items 2 and _; Le.,relatingthe responseof the testobject to EID of specified

magnitudes fordifferentdielectrics.These data are compared to a simple response

model, firstdescribe_in Reference I and elaboratedin Reference_# in which the

primary responseof the objectisdue to the replacement currentsgenerated by the

motion of blowoff charge in macroscopic fieldswhose sources are the charged

dielectricsas wellas theemitted spacecharge.
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A convenient means of tracking the motion of blowoff charge for particular

configurations is to employ an SGEMP code which solves the Maxwell-Lorentz equations

to produce a self-consistent description both of charged particle motion and of the

resultant fields in the vicinity of and on the surface of the test object. Given adequate

source terms and discharge emission characteristics, such codes can be used to predict

the structural response for simple generic configurations. While some information

about the discharge process has been inferred from the experimental data, the emphasis

of this study has been on bounding the effects produced by discharges.

The electron spraying test data and models are compared to the response pro-

duced by electrical simulations of canonical discharge processes; i.e., punchthrough-

flashover and blowoff. This comparison is based on data taken on the same test object

during the earlier program described in References 1 and 39. Because the pulse widths

of the electrical excitations were significantly shorter than those observed for EID

induced in the same object_ it has been necessary to scale these results based on a

parallel analysis of the electrical response of the object usingthe SGEMP codes SABER
v

(Ref _5) and ABORC (Ref 38) in which the measured electrical excitations were

inserted as current sources, It is to be emphasized that no new ab initio calculations in

which the inferred EID source terms were employed with an SGEMP code to predict the

response of the CAN were performed for this analysis. Such calcuJat]'ons should be

carried out to provide the most accurate basis for validation of the response model

described below_ and for the most accurate comparison between electrical test data and
EID data.

5.2 DISCHARGE COUPLIng3

The discharge coupling model employed to [nterpret the observed response of the

CAN was originally developed during the first phase of this program when it was

realized that the blowoff of charge produced a much larger response in a satellite

structure per amp of discharge current than that evoked by flashover or punchthrough.

This has also been discussed in Reference _6. As more experimental evidence became

available, the model was refined by Wenaas and Woods (Ref _4) by incorporation of

realistic discharge pulse shapes and emission characteristics for discharges in meter-

sized dielectrics characteristic of those found on spacecraft.

The model is phenomenological in the sense that it relies on experimentally

determined parameters to provide source terms; i.e., the time and spatial history of the

emission current which represents the discharge. The moae! assumptions include:
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I. When a differential potential VB is reached a discharge occurs and charge is

released. A fraction fB of the total trapped charge is blown off, a fraction

fp punches through the dielectric, and fraction ff flashes over. When the

potential difference reaches some lower _alue Vf the discharge ceases.

2. The effect of the flashover and punchthrough discharges are only to decrease

the surface potential during the discharge.

3. The emission pulse width and amplitudes are assumed to scale with the

dielectric linear dimensions. This constant of proportionality is supposed to

relate to a material-dependent "velocity of propagation" for the discharge

process (q.v. Ref _7); however, this assumption is not essential to the model

predictions. One can accept such scaling as an experimentally determined

fact. The scaling laws are used for guidance. The most accurate response

calculations employ the discharge characteristics for the object determined

by low impedance measurements.

_. Blowoff charge is emitted with essentially zero initial energy and uniform

spatial emission. Based on assumption 3 above, but also on experimental

observation, the emission current waveform is assumed to be triangular. A

significant finding of EID measurements on large-area, meter-sized dielec-

trics is that the basic discharge pulse is relatively slow rising and wide (_s),

rather than fast rising and narrow (ns). The emission model chosen is one of

the more controversial assumptions of the model. Other emission models

have been proposed based on space-charge-limited emission enhanced by the

steep potential gradients found at the interface between dielectric and

conductors (Refs _7-#9). Uniform spatial emission, or even symmetric

emission is a calculational artifice as the surface potential scans reveal the

; discharge patterns to be irregular and influenced by edges and seams.

5. The motion of the emitted particles are tracked using an SGEMP code until

they reach a conducting boundary, i.e., the tank walls or the sides of the CAN

where they are absorbed. It is assumed that any emitted electrons which are

returned to the surface of the dielectric because of space-charge limiting are

specularly reflected; i.e., the dielectric surface albedo of I. This permits

electrons which would be returned to the dielectric during space-charge-

limited emission to be laterally accelerated along the surface of the
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dielectric and then off, in a manner similar to the edge potential gradient

enhanced emission described in References _7 anti 45. Such a postulate is

necessary to satisfy exponentially observed emission scaling laws (Ref 33),

namely: lp) the peak amplitude of the blowoff current, is approximately
proportional to the square root of the sample area. The pulsewidth or rise

time _'p is similarly proportional to the square root of the sample area. The
blowoff charge is proportional to sample area for samples with linear

dimensions as large as I m and possibly larger.

It is to be noted that these scaling laws have been inferred for the most

part from the response of unbroken, circular samples, usually held in place

with grounded edge clamps.

6. The material-dependent blowoff source terms, lp, l"p, and fB' VB can be
derived from measurements on grounded samples. The implication is that for

samples of the types considered and areas up to I m2, space=charge limiting

of emission is not significant. The emitted charge all escapes to the tank

walls. The return current which flows up the ground strap connecting the

CAN to the tank is essentially identical to the blowoff current waveform.

The experimental data, primarily in the form of He and return current measure-

ments were compared to the responses predicted in two previous calculations based on

the emission model. One modeled an isolated CAN in free space excited by a blowoff

discharge pulse whose shape was triangular, with a rise time of 10 ns, and a peak

emission level of 10=_ A/m 2, kept sufficiently low to avoid space-charge limiting. This

calculation, reported in Reference 1, was made during the first phase of this program in

order to compare the responses produced by a blowoff discharge, arc discharge and CD!

simulations.

The second comparison was made by extrapolating the predicted response of a

similar cylindrical object described in Reference 37 under essentially identical exposure

conditions to those to which the CAN was subjected. In both cases, comparison was

made by scaling the calculated results by the relevant (Ip/Tp) ratios. The EID data
reported in Reference 37, as well as the electrical excitation data reported in

Reference 1, support this ansatz, at least over a limited range of extrapolation, in bo_t,

cases, the two-dimensional ABORC SGEMP code was employed. Both the model

calculations reported in Reference 37 also correspond to the isolated case as the

3AYCOR test object was connected to ground by a I M_ resistor.
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The electrical test data was modeled using the measured discharge current terms

as the drivers in the calculations made with the fully self-consistent, three-dimensional

SGEMP code SABER. A detailed discussion of the models employed ancl th( _e, "_,,_.'-

tional procedure is presented in Section 6 of Reference I and briefly ,._,,i,_,ueJ ir,

Section 5._ of this report in which scaled electrical test data is compared _ d,e EIr.':

experimental results.

In comparing the data and predictions some care must be taken. For example, the

Ho, Ho, and I r data have been reported both here and in Reference 37 as peak values.

Response scaling has been made with Ip/_'p, the average rate of rise of the discharge
current pulse. For triangular discharge pulses, and to the extent that the body currents

show the same shape as the emission current, such scaling is reasonable. However, the

real Ho pulses look more gaussian (albeit with unsymmetrical rise and fall times) while

the HO pulses tend to look like the derivative of a gaussian rather than the square wave

the derivative of a triangle. For a gaussian current pulse, Imax " 1._ Ip/_'p '"shape,

1._ lp/Wyz, where Wyz is the half maximum pulse width. A second factor is that the
discharge pulse excites a relatively wide component (ca. few microseconds) on which is ,-

superimposed lower amplitude but high frequency oscillations. These oscillations, which

on the average add little to the magnitude of Ho(t), can significantly increase the

observed amplitude of I_o(t). Finally, the amplitude of the discharge pu!_s and the

corresponding body replacement currents _how a range of values corresponding to the

statistical nature of the discharge process. "fherefore, in comparing the experimental

data to model predictions, we have used averag,e experimental values based on the

ensemble of large amplitude response data.

5.3 DATA COMPARISON

5.3.1 Kapton

The first significant point to be made in evaluation of the Kapton discharge data

is that the discharges are nonuniform, being concentrated along the region of overlap of

the two sheets of tape. It is evident from the surface potential maps (Figures 25 an{;

29) that the bulk of the charge removed in discharge is in the region of this seam or

adjacent to it. This observation explains why the net fraction of charge removed in

large amplitude discharges is less than 0.1 rather than the 0.3 reported in Table 1 of

Reference 3_ for a uniform circular sample with grounded edges. This is sho,:vnclearly

in Figure 70.
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Figure 70. Surface potential scan of Kapton, grounded configuration, Ei = 20 keY
showing an edge dLschargealong the seam joining the two pieces of tape

The charge accounting supports this observation. The peak surface potential in

the region of the seam is 15 kV as compared to the 9 kV average elsewhere. As the

capacitance per unit area of two layers of tape is) to a first approximation, one-half

that of the single tape layer, the average charge per unit area is q(/_c/cm 2) --

(0.79). (14/9). "', = 2.46/_c/cm 2. As the area o! the overlapped region is ]g0 crn2, the

total stored charge in it is approximately (]g0) x (46) = .935_¢C.

The surface potential scans indicate that for discharges occurring along a seam,

the average potential of the rest oI the sample does not change significantly. Thus

_Q _-(934) 5/14/_c or about 333/_C. I! fB ~1/3, the net amount o! charge blcwoff is

about tit /_C. 6ased on the integrated 6 data, the biowot! charge is between t20 and

t02
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208/_C in reasonable agreement with the surface potent_.al inIormation, especially if

one allows for some loss of charge in the region outside but adjacent to the overlap.

Thus, one must be careful in applying scaling laws to real dielectric structures

based on the response of unsegmented, grounded edge s_mples. Real spacecraft

dielectrics are frequently segmented, wrinkled, layered or otherwise irregular.

The dynamic response data and calculations for Kapton are summarized in

Table 7. This table and the corresponding tables for the other ma_.erials are organized

as follows. The sensor locations for which calculations are presented correspond to .ne

original B sensor positions on the CAN during the arc discharge experiment described in

Section (_.J.2 and shown in Figure 6}. Of course, for the EID tests, there were no

sensorsat the same radiusas #I which fell insidethe boundary of the _!:_ectric

samples. Assuming cylindrica[symmetry, sensorposition2 inthe tablewas equivalent

to sensorsI through(_shown inFigureI3. Sensorposition3 was equivalenttosenscrs

and 8,sensorpositon_ was equivalenttosensors6,9, II and I2,whilesensorposition6

was equivaJentto sensors7 and 10.
Y

Tablel. Summary ol Kapton SurfaceCurrentData

SensorPosition
Data 2 3 _ _ Un,cs

Vxperimen:a!

He (Ga) °,-S ]}.31 L07 Almls

cffb) s Isl z
Boay Curre:flts(G) 22-3a Aim

BoclyCu:Tents (HI) ~ _7 Aim

C_dc,:_ate(t

He (Sa_e(lPhaseDc 0.7 I07Alm/s

I_!e (ScaleclRef 37) l._ l07 A/m/s

Sca_cl8¢myCurre.ts cl 17 12._ 6.2 l ._ A/m

aG • I_rour_cl

_HI = HiEhImpe(l_ce,RI.= lO6 ohms.

c_x:_e(I for Ip/'rp = |0._ A/I.6 p.s = 6.6 x 107 A/s.

dHa • FIe rp/l._, rp = 1.6W.s.

The experimental aata tabulated includes the peak _!o for the grounded and high-

impedance configurations for the corresponding B_ sensors. Shown on both the range of

values converted Irom Teslas/second to FIo in amps/meter/second us_g the relation-

ship BXT/s) = _oH(A/m/sec) where #o = (_r • I0 "7. The median value for each sensor is

I03
J
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enclosed by the brackets t }" Also given are peak body currents in A/m obtained by

integrating the i:1e data.

The theoretical response called "Scaled Phase 1" was based on the original IRT

ABORC calculations scaled by the average (Ip/Tp) ratio. The preciicted peak l:te
responses based on the 3AYCOR calculations described in Reference 37 were extrapo-

lated from the corresponding data in that report based on the relevant ratios of [p/_'p.
The fact that the two objects have slightly different diameters, 0.91 m for the

3AYCOR object versus 1.36 m :_" the CAN, was taken into account. The predicted

axial body currents are similarly scaled. Also shown in the range in values of He or

axial surface current response obtained by integration of the 1_ sensor data. Such

integration has the effect of smoothing out the high frequency oscillations. By

assumption (6), Heft) for the CAN grounded to the tank is related to the blowoff

current pulse Ip(t) by Ip(t) = H_i27rr i where Hei refers to the response at the i th sensor

position located at a distance r i from the axis of symmetry of the CAN. The net Ip/_'p

for Kapton was calculated from the mean of({He2, l.2_r2)/{_-p} where r2 : OJ# m and

It can be seen that the value of l_102(max)"-[._tHe2l/{Tp_.- . - =Tp = 1,6_lS,

2.6 x 107 A/m/s, assuming that the basic He pulse is approximately like a Gaussian as

{ i;le2(G) }the experimental data indicates. 1"his is a factor of two less than . The

• difference is a measure of the increase in the peak amplitude of I-'le because of the

contribution of the high frequency data.

The high frequency oscillatory component is assumed to be an undamped sinewave

with a period of 50 MHz. (Based on an evaluation of many B photos, it is clear that the

frequency of this component has between 50 MHz and 70 MHz.) Then its amplitude is

I

$ x 107 Almls- 2.6A/m/s = He2'_= 5.4x 107 Almls ,

where H;2 is the amplitude of this component of surface current. As _ = 2_t.5 -[07,

He2 = 0.17 A/m, less than I percent of the intensity of the principal component of body
current.

From the data in the table, it can be seen that the predicted peak rate of change

of surface magnetic fields for the high impedance case is a factor of ten lower for the

scaled IRT Phase [ calculations and about a factor of five lower for the 3AYCOR

calculations. Some, but not all, of the observed discrepancy can be attributed to the

presence of higher frequency discharge components. The model calculations yield B or

H as a functton oI position. Numerical differentiation of the predictions is performed

[
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to obtain B or I_. In this process much of the fine s=ructure information is lost. Even if

the estimated peak high frequency contribution of ca. 3 x I07 A/m is subtracted from

the experimental values, the agreement is still poor. As no relative Kapton data was

recorded for sensor positions 3 through 5, it cannot be determined whether the

predicted falloff of l_l_ as a function of distance from the top of the CAN is observed.

There is better agreement between the predicted peak body currents and experiment if

one uses the 3AYCOLR scaled I_ data and the observed waveform to obtain _'p. This
question will be discussed in more detail in the next section of the report in which the

Teflon data is evaluated. One point may be noted, that is that the values of l_l_

calculated depends sensitively on the detailed source pulse shape chosen. As Figure 16

of Reference 37 indicates, choosing a triangular emission pulse yields consistently low

values for I_I_ (by factors of two to four for their data) for sensor positions near the

discharging dielectric.

_.$.2 Teflon

It is evident from the discharge photographs (Figure 36) that the Teflon tape

edges, whether butted or lapped, serve as discharge focL However, during a discharge

most of the surface loses charge, unlike the behavior of the Kapton sample. This is

clear from the surface potential scans for Teflon shown in Figures 35 to 40. The

amount of charge lost in large discharges, Qtot " 60 to 80 percent of the total or

ca. 600/_C (q.v. Table _). If one assumes that the replacement current which flows in

the ground strap during a discharge with the CAN grounded to the tank monitors the

blowoff current, then the data presented in Table 8 indicates that the net blown-off

charge for large discharges averages ca. 160/_C. Thus, the fraction of charge blown off

is about 0.2 of the total trapped charge.

The calculated and measured F'i_, He and return current data are summarized in

Table 8. For the experimental data both the range of values and the mean for the

ensemble of large amplitude pulses are again given. [f the blowoff current is truly

mimicked by the return current in the grounded configuration, then one expects that

l_o(peak ) at Sensor 2 should averaf_e 3.7 x 107 Almlsec and H_(peak ) on the sides will
be about 2.9 x 107 Almlsec.

It can be seen that there is reasonably good agreement between the integrated H_

values at sensor Positions 2, 3, and _ and the return current. The computed values of

I_I_2(G) and I_ 3(G) are about a [actor of two to [our lower than observed, while the.

10}
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Table 8. Summary of Teflon Response Data

Sensor Position
Data 2 3 u, 3 Units

Experimental

He (Ga) 3.2-12 (8) 2.3-3.1 (2.6) 3.24.3 (3.7) l07 A/m/s

lie (Hb) 1.3-23 (20) 4.1-].1 (4.6) 4.0-23 (12) [07 A/m/s

BodyCurrent (G) 9g-230 (173) 3g-I l0 (8.s) 70=l_0 ([ 10) A

BodyCurrent (H) 9g-213 (P,0) A

Return Current (G) 60-130 A

Calculationsc,d

I_e - Phase I Sca_ed [.0 1.0 0.33 0.'_3 [O7 A/m/s

I:1_- Ref (37) Scaled 2.1 lJ 0.77 0.46 107 A/m/s

ScaleclBody Currents 41c 3_ 13 7.4 A

aG : CAN grounded.

bH = Highimpedance,CAN connectedtogroundthroughIM_ resistor.

CScaledforIp/_'p= II_A/I.3/_s= 9 x [07 A/s.

dCaiculationsforhighimpedancecase.

el = rp._r(l.36) HQ/I.4, where Tp = 0,36 p.s.P
fat d = 1.0$ rn.

ratio for H_2(HI) is more like a factor of ten. The difference between the calculated

and observed values of I:i_3(HI) is a factor of 3 and for -H_(G) and H_4(HI) are more like
a factor of 10.

There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy. These include:

1. The model assumes that in the grounded configuration, the replacement

currents and return currents mirror the blowoff pulse. If, in fact, the blowoff

pulse had a sharper rate of rise than that observed for the return current,
,i

then this would be reflected in the He data. The grcunded 5SM data shown in

Figure 13 of Reference 37 shows a similar trend as our data; i.e., larger than

expected peak I_e signals as one approaches the top of the CAN.

2. It is clear from the B data that there is a significant high frequency

component in these pulses which increases the peak amplitude of the

grounded CAN _ da_a by as much as 30 percent and the high impedance

amplitudes by a factor of two or more. The high frequency component is

observed in all the B data with a period relatively independent of the

dielectric in which the discharges are produced. Examination of time-

expanded photographs of typical B data implies that the frequency of this

component is 63 to 70 MHz. Ringing of the CAN at about this frequency was
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also observed during the arc discharge testing reported in Reference I. It is

believed that this mode of oscillation is related to the lowest order

circumferential mode of response of the CAN, which for this 1.36 m diameter

cylinder is about c/X : 3 x l08 m/s + 7r(I.36)m or 70 MHz. These oscillations

are excited by the high-frequency component of the axial replacement

currents which flow along the surface of the CAN as a consequence of the

blowoff of charge. [n order to produce an oscillation where amplitude is

50 percent of the mean of the grounded configuration _ data and is a factor

of two larger than that for the high-impedance data requires a high-

frequency component of about 0.I A/m and 0.22 A/m, respectively. In both

cases these are less than I percent of the amplitude of the principal

component of the discharge current.

In the case of Sensor Position 4 (High Impedance), the response is one of

ringing in which two predominant frequencies can be resolved. One is the 65

to 70 MHz oscillations discussed above, while the second has a frequency of

l0 to 13 MHz. The latter component was observed in all the iligh=impedance

data, especially on the return current signals and is probably associated with

the oscillation of the coupled system comprised of CAN, ground straps and

tank. If we assume that the ringing during the discharge is comprised

primarily of oscillations of the 70 MHz component, then H04 _ 0.I A/m, a
relatively small current compared to the predicted values of 13 A/m. If it

were entirely due to the I3 MHz component, then the corresponding

He4 =- I A/m.

3. The model calculations for the high-impedance configuration predict that the

measured body currents should be significantly less than the blowoff currents

and show a decrease in amplitude as the sensor position falls further toward

the bottom of the CAN. This is a consequence of space-charge limiting of

the emission current in the high-impedance case. Because the RC time

onstant is ca. I00/_s, where R = [ megohm and C "_ I00 pf, the CAN should

have been isolated from the tank for a period long compared to the discharge

pulse widths of I to 5/_s. In this case, space-charge limiting should have

occurred relatively quickly. If IplTp = 9 x l07 A/s, then it will take approxi-
mately 160 ns for 1.2 _C of charge to be emitted. This will raise the

potential of the CAN relative to the tank wall to "-12 keV, after which time

charge is returned to the top, edges and sides of CAN, albeit after traveling
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distances comparable to a CAN dimension (c.f. Figures 3 and _ in Refer-

ence 4_). Both the measured body currents at sensor position 2 and all of the

H0 data in the high-impedance case are significantly higher than predicted.

Some of the discrepancy can be accounted for by the contributions of higher

frequency components not accounted for in the model. The H_ predictions of
the model calculations depend resistively on the assumed characteristics of

the discharge, Le., pulse shape, energy and spatial distribution of the blowoff

particles and the configuration and surface albedo of the dielectric and

conducting portions of the test object. The emission of blowoff could have

significantly different characteristics than those assumed in the model or

inferred from the measured return currents. The model calculations are

themselves only extrapolations from cases which differ in significant aspects

such as emission pulse widths and amplitudes (IRT Phase l) and sample

geometry (3AYCOR) from the case at hand.

#. However) the most likely reason for the large divergence between HI
_r

predictions and test data lies elsewhere. The maximum potential attainable

by the CAN relative to the tank is the average predischarge potential

difference between the electron-charged dielectric and CAN (assuming that

blowoff electrons are emitted with essentially zero emission energy). For

Teflon, the data of Table 4 indicates that this value is ca. 12 keV. Thus, the

maximum current to be observed flowing through the I M_ resistor is

1.2 x 10t_/106 = 12 ma. In fact, return currents observed were bipolar (+,-)

and up to 5 A peak. This indicates that there.was a breakdown of the resistor

during discharge so that its effective resistance was significantly less than

l06"Q, perhaps as small as 12 kV x 10t_/5 A = 2#00_. It is most likely that

surface flashover occurred, as subsequent dc testing of the resistor indicated

no permanent damage. Under these conditions the CAN would only be

isolated from ground until breakdown occurs, after which time further charge

could be blown off. Thus, the observed discharge was probably more

characteristic of the low impedance than of the isolated case. If this were

true, one would expect to see the large body currents typical of the response

of a grounded CAN.

However, there were significant differences between the response in the

high=impedance configuration and that for the grounded case. These include

the observed bipolar rather than positive return current and the consistently
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positive blowofY current. The blowoff current collected as a result of

discharges for a grounded CAN covered with Teflon were typically +[.2 to

+3 A peak, 0.S to I/_s in width, containing about 1.6/_C of charge. If one

assumes [sotropic emission of blowofY charge which all reaches the wall, then

geometric considerations imply that about 126/_C of charge is emitted on the

average. This compares reasonably well with the return current data which

implies emission of about 160/_C. The amount of charge blown off in the

i high-impedance case is about [/_C on the average (<2 A, 0.5/_s half
maximum width).

:_.?.3 Solar Array Mockup

The size of the discharges occurring in the solar array mockup was relatively

small, even allowing for the smaller size of this panel compared to those containing

Kapton or Teflon. This is not surprising as the panel was built out of 2 cm x # cm tiles

so that there was a larger perimeter to total surface area than in the other samples. As '

the discharge photographs indicated, edges play an important role in discharge

initiation. The surface potential data indicate that a significant fraction of the

coverslips participate in a discharge. However, the net charge fraction involved is only

i about 0.2 for the largest discharges, rather than _he 0.5 to 0.8 for other samples. Most

discharges were much smaller, averaging about 0.0_. The mean charge released by

blowoff is about 20/zC to 60/_C, corresponding to an fB of 0.0# to 0.I in the largest

discharges.

, Response data is compared to the scaled model predictions in Table 9. if the
I

return current can be taken to represent the blowoff current in the grounded

,, configuration then one expects to see body surface currents of the order of #.5 A/m at

I sensor position 2 and 3.6 A/m at sensor positions 3, 4 and 5. Because of the

predominance of high-frequency ringing in the 5 sensor data, it was hard to numerically

integrate them. However, integration of a very limited amount of digitized data

(q.v. Figure 58) indicates that the measured surface currents are comparable to those

predicted.
o

The corresponding predicted mean values for H_ are up to a factor of ten lower

than observed. It can be seen that the measured responses are a factor of 2.5 higher.

This difference is largely due to the presence of significant high-frequency components

in the CAN response. These components are more predominant in the mock solar array

discharge because of their relatively small magnitude if compared to those associated
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Table 9. Solar Array Mockup Response Data

Sensor Position

Data 2 3 _ 5 Units

Experimental

ISIo (Ga) 0.7-3(1.2) 0.($7-l.0(0.90) 0.b4-I..7(0.89) i07 A/rn/s

It e (H b) 0.2.%5.$(2.8) 0._2-l.1 (0.89) t07 A/m/s

Body Current (G) u,.O A/m

Body Current (H) 3._ a'/m

Return Current (G) 7.5-50 (l_.(_) A

Calculationsc'd

Ft_ - Phase [ Scaded 1._ 1.5 0.79 0.62 [06 A/m/s

Fie- Ref (37)Scaied 2.8 2.0 1.0 0.61 106 Almls

Measured Wire Currents

CI(G) t.6-8.8 (2.2) C2(G) 0.7-3 (1.2) A

CI(H) 2-3 (2.3) C2(H) 1.l-i.7(I._,) ,'_

aG --CAN grounded.

bH = High impedance, CAN connected to ground through I MIl resistor.

CScaJed forIp/Tp = l_._A/1.27 x I0"6 = 1.2 x l07 A/s. ,.

CIc._[cuiationsfor highimpedance case.

with Teflon or Kapton. For low-impedance discharges, the predominant hf component

has a frequency of 50 to 67 MHz which we have attributed to the excitation of the

lowest order circumferential mode of the CAN. In addition, there is also a component

with a frequency of 6.7 MHz attributed to the response of the CAN, ground strap and

tank and determined primarily by the capacitance of the CAN to the tank and the

(unmeasured) inductance of the ground strap which is estimated from f = 1/2_ (LC) -y2 to

be about 6/_Hy. If the difference between the measured and predicted l_ie (which is

about 7.5 x t07 A/m/s) is due entirely to high-frequency oscillations, this implies that

the intensity of the high-frequency surface current component is about 0.17 A/m, tess

than five percent of the amplitude of the predominant surface current component. It is

to be noted that the return current signal also shows evidence of the 6 to 7 MHz

oscillation.

The observed peak amplitude of the I_le data for the high-impedance responses are

five to ten times larger than predicted by the scaled calculations. Much of this

discrepancy can be attributed to the contribution of the high-frequency oscillations.

These oscillations dominated the B response in that it was difficult to obtain He by

integration.
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.s not clear that it is valid to compare the observed B_ or (I_1_)data andAgain, it ;"

that predicted for the high-impedance configuration. The obse_',ed return current

pulses were bipolar (+,-) as they were for Teflon, rapidly rising, reaching levels of

ca. 2 A in I00 to 200 ns. This implies that the I06 £2 resistor again broke down during

these measurements. If current were emitted at 1.2 x 107 A/s, then full space-charge

limiting (CAN at �\� would have occurred within about 400 ns, at which time the

effective impedance of the series resistor would be I0 x 5 kV/2 A = 5.5 k_.

5.# COMPARISON OF ELECTRICAL EXCITATION WITH EID

The primaryobjectiveof the CAN experiment was to obtaindata on theexternal

response of a simple satellite-like structure to electron-induced discharges produced in

dielectric surface materials. These data are to serve as a baseline for developing the

proposed electrical simulation procedure to be incorporated in the MIL-STD I_41 draft.

It was decided that the response factor which would be used for comparison would be

the skin or surface replacement currents generated on the test object excited either by

EID or electrically as these are of primary importance in the coupling of discharge

energy into the interior of the spacecraft. Other response characteristics such as the

: normal electric displacement field (D n) could also have been used, as it is in some cases

important to subsequent coupling processes. This quantity is related to the surface

i i charge density through Poisson's equation just as the tangential magnetic field Hi is

related to surface current for the conditions of interest here (Ref 50).

During the first phase of the program_ data was obtained for the response of the

CAN to an arc discharge simulation. These data are presented in Section _.5.2.

Similarly, the response to CDI excitation as a function of plate spacing was also

determined. The CDI data are presented in Section _.5.3. At the time when these tests

were performed (1977-197g)_ little was known about the characteristics of EID in

regard to both source terms and the resultant fields generated. The exciting pulse

widths of ca. _0 ns for the arc discharge and l0 to 30 ns for CDI were determined

largely by pulser characteristics, rather than hard data. This was not felt to be a

significant limitation at that time because available data on other kinds of discharges

implied comparable pulse widths. Nor was much significance placed on pulse amplitude

as the linearity of Maxwell's equation permits scaling between the responses produced

by pulsesof different amplitudes.

To permit comparison between the responses produced by different exciting

sources, a series of model calculation were performed to evaluate the best means of
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scaling the experimental data. These calculations are described in detail in Refer-

ence I. Three cases were considered. Thai for an isolated CAN excited by EID has

been discussed in Section 5.2. The second calculation was for a CDI excitation of the

CAN with a 69 crn drive plate located on top of the object at a spacing o[35 cm. The

drive pulse was triangular, I A peak and with rise and fall times (Tp) of I0 ns. The
calculations are in excellent agreement with the experimental data presented in

Table 6, largely because the test setup could be accurately modeled, and because the

source term is close to that observed experimentally. The third calculation modeled

the arc discharge process. The experimentally measured discharge waveform shown in

Figure 66 was used as a source term. Because the thin capacitor could not be modeled

exactly with a SGEMP code, two scaling laws were examined to relate the model

calculations to the experimentally determined _i data. One was based on Ip/rp_ the
peak rateof riseof the dischargesource.The secondwas basedon

P scaling,the peak
rateof change of the surfacepotentialon the top of the CAN. As the data of Table 5

indicate_ Ip scaling gives closer agreement with experiment. These results, plus an
identical finding in regard to the response of a similar object to EID reported in

Reference 37, provide a rule for comparing the CAN B and H responses produced by the

various exciting sources.

The experimental B data for the CAN is summarized in Table 10. For comparison

between electrical excitation and EID, the data has been normalized to Ip/_p = 10S A/s,
characteristic of the emission rate for the blowof/discharge of meter-sized dielectrics.

Also included are the scaled theoretical calculations. Because the experimental data is

1_0, the calculated responses (H 0) were numerically differentiated for comparison. The

calculated B_ or H0 pulse shapes generally followed the exciting source wave form.

This was also observed (or the experimental eiec'trical and integrated EID B0 data.

Table 11 summarizes the normalized H0 data. The electrical and EID surface

current data were normalized to a response produced by a 100 A peak source. Such

scaling with lp is reasonable for the electrical test data because of the linearity ol
i Maxwell's equations. Since space-charge limiting of emission must invalidate unre-

i stricted linear response scaling /or isolated objects, except /or very small emissioncurrents or over relatively narrow ranges ot peak current, a normalization value of I
P

was taken which is characteristic of the blowoff currents in meter-sized spacecraft

i dielectrics and also consistent with Ip/Tp = l08 A/s used to normalize the B data.

I
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Table 10. Normalized B0 Data

5em_r Re_e (Tedu/sec)
L 2 3 o,

Experiment=d

CDI (0.1 m) L3_. 18 3.7 3.2 2._,
CDI (0.3 m) 16_ 6_ 20 15 1L
CDI (l.0 m) L99 88 3_ 28 22

Arc DischarKe (180°) b 1.6 0.31 0.038 0.03L 0.03_

Kapton (G)c 100

Kapton (HI) d l _2

Teflon (G) lLI 36 _2
Teflon (HI) 279 6_ 167

Mock Solar Array (G) 126 9_ 93
Mock Solar Array (HI) 293 93

Theoretic=d e

CDI (0.35 m) L02 _3 3L L3 9.0
Arc Discharge 2.2 0.38 0. 066 0. 029 0.020
LRT Blowof! 8.$ 13.3 l_ 8.3 6.0
3AYCOR Blowoff 22.6 Zl LO 6. l

aNorm=dized to lp/rp = L08 A/s

bAverase of F.O. and hardware data

CG = Grounded confiKuration

dill = High impedance confisuration

ecaJculationsscaledby Ip/_'p

Table l 1. Normalized Experimental He Dataa i

SemorRap==. (A/m)

CDI(0.I m) 9_ 15 3.2 2.6 2.2
CD|(0.3 m) 73 32 9.3 7._ 6.3
CDI (l.0 m) 7_ 38 L6 l_, L0

Arc Discharge (LS0°) L.2 0.25 0.03 0.02_ 0.026

Kapton (G) b 2g

Kapton ,Hi)c _,

Te_L,,._(HI) 36

_tock Soku" Array (G) 26
Mock Solar Array (HI) i9

aSc_ed to L00 A peak emLtlon current

bG = Groun(I

CHI = HiSh Impedance
!
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The following remarks can be made about the data=

I. It is clear that the CDI excitation provides a fairly good simulation of the

observed EID skin currents induced on the CAN if measured by the absolute

magnitude and relative amplitude as a function of sensor location. Not

unexpectedly, the response produced by the arc discharge is much too small,

except possibly very close to the arc. With the peak B data scaled to the

same rate of rise for both CDI and EID excitation, agreement to within a

factor of three or so was obtained. Some of the discrepancy in this case was

due to the hi-frequency component present in the EID B response, but not in

thai evoked by CDI. The agreement between the peak H_ responses was at

worst a factor of two and typically much better.

2. The blowoff calculation indicates that the predicted magnitude of H_ and l_l_

should diminish as one gets closer to the center of the top of the CAN

because H_ is proportional to (2ri/d) Io, where I° is the net emission from the
top of the CAN, assumed spatially uniform, r. the i th sensor radius andt

d - 1.36 m, the CAN diameter. This pattern ts not well simulated by a CD[

excitation as the induced surface currents increase as the distance between

! sensor position and drive wire decreases. Thus, the simulation is best at test

I object locations near and beyond the edge of the drive plate.
3. Alternation of the plate spacing can be used to change the relative amplitude

I of the evoked body current responses. CDI excitation was initially designed

to simulate the space-charge-limited emission of x-ray-induced photoelec-

trons produced by SGEMP. A comparison between the electrical and EID test

data indicate that the best agreement between the two occurs for a plate

spacing of I m or possibly greater. This is not surprising as the model

calculations presented in References 45 and 47 indicate that the b|owoff

charge can move over distances comparable to the object dimensions, even

when returned to an isolated spacecraft under space-charge-limited emission.

However, the relative motion of the exciting charge is not identical for CDI

and blowoff as the model calculations also indicate that a significant fraction

of blown-off charge is returned to the sides and bottom of the object.

4. CD[ simulation of a EID as heretofore carried out produces a relatively

symmetric excitation of the object. Data based on surface potential scans

obtained in this program and elsewhere (Ref 51), show that discharges in real
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spacecralt dielectric-containing structures may be asymmetric, concentrated

in areas with an irregular surface or at edges or along seams or other

dielectric boundaries as the largest transverse potential difSerences, which

are evidently important in producing discharges (Re5 48) or largest at these

places. Presumably such irregularly shaped discharges can be simulated by

tailored drive plates and/or multiple drive wires, but this has not been

investigated theoretically or experimentally.

5. Two low-amplitude, high-frequency components appear in the discharge data.

One, with characteristic frequencies of 5 to 6 MHz (CAN grounded) or 12 to

13 MHz (CAN with 1 Mfl resistor in series with the ground strap), is

attributed to the resonant response of the CAN, tank and ground strap and

would not be seen during an electrical test. The second, with a characteristic

frequency of 50 to 70 MHz attributed to the lowest order circumferential

mode ot oscillation of the CAN. It was also apparent in the B signals

produced by the arc discharge excitation but not for CDI excitation. The

reason for this inconsistency is not known. Even though the CDI drive pulse

is signiSicantly narrower than the arc discharge, a Fourier transform of the

CDI pulse indicates that a significant fraction o5 the spectral constant lies in

a frequency range overlapping the resonant mode. However, the amplitude of

this component is relatively low, if compared to the predominant component.

Thus, it contains little of the total electromagnetic energy carried by the

replacement currents. Simulation o5 this component is not deemed signiti=

cant, although there may be spacecratt elements selectively excited by it.

6. Both the electrical test data reported in Relerence 1 and the EID data

reported in Reference 37 indicate that the presence of reentrant geometries

such as booms or antennae will alter the object's response, especially near

such structures, in a manner which is not well understood. The presence of

these structures alters both the relative amplitudes and characteristic

frequencies o5 the external surface currents. The limited amount of data

available from the ground tests on the P75-2 indicate that such reentrant

geometries can either serve as a discharge loci or significantly enhance the

peak currents coupled into a structure above those predicted by extrapolation

trom the observed behavior of highly symmetric structures like the CAN.

ll_
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Therefore, it is important to complete the EID testing of the SCATSAT to

provide parallel data sets for developing adequate simulation procedures and

to provide data for understanding the relationship between the observed

responses of the P78-2 engineering experiments (5CI-8B, TPM) and the

discharges producing them.

7. Both the experimental data and model calculations indicate that the H_ pulse

shapes follow the exciting pulse. Therefore, in the ideal case, it should be

possible to obtain reasonably good simulation of the EID H0 responses, at

least away from the exciting wire. This conclusion must be verified by model

calculations with realistic CDI source terms and by testing. In addition, the

EID response to asymmetric excitations should be obtained for the SCATSAT.

8. There may be practical limitations in adapting the CDI technique as it is

presently embodied in real hardware to provide the high-level (100 to 500 A),

wide pulses (1 to 5 _s) characteristic of the blowoff discharge of large

satellite dielectric structures. A coupling analysis performed during Phase 1

of the present program indicates that a critical parameter controlling pulse

width is the plate to test object capacitance. During the SCATSAT electrical

tests, to increase the pulse width of the CDI excitation from I0 ns to 30 ns,

the plate spacing was decreased from 30 cm to 6 cm. This had the

consequence of significantly altering the H(_ amplitude distribution in a

manner which makes the response less like that created by EID. Moreover,

the relatively weak coupling between pulser and CAN will require relatively

large voltage sources (tens of kV) to produce the necessary currents. This

would require a rather large and cumbersome isolated voltage source. The

question of practically implementing one or more current injection tech=

niques is being addressed in the second task of this study.

ll6
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6. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ELECTRICAL TEST PROCEDURE

i! 6.1 IMPUCA'nONSOF CAr..STSFoR PREEN:M..-s'm1 41

ii TEST PROCEDUREThe present version of an arc disch&rge test is described in keference 52 in

MIL-STD lS_l (Section 6.5._.2.1). Figure 71 shows the arc discharge pulser. Typically,

the pulser is *.riggered not by an isolated source like the Anvil 160, but by a normal

pulse generator connected to external ground. Basically, the exciting source is the arc

discharge produced between a car_)o;_electrode and ".,le vehicle (or between two arcs

30 cm from the vehicle) when a high-voltage pulse is impressed across the spark gap.

The breakdown voltage, peak current lp and pulse FWHM (Wl/2) are functions of the
charging capacitor, pulse transformer, electrode configuration, gap width and atmo-

spheric conditions such as humidity and altitude. However, Ip values of 10 A, Wl/2 =

l0 ns are typical. The estimated peak current amplitude of the arc source used by

Martin in testing the P78-2 at Denver (about 5000 feet above sea level) was

_0 _*:0 amps. The arc current pulse employed by IRT in testing the SCATSAT (Ref 2)

averaged 17.6 amps. A typical arc pulse is shown in Figure 72. This figure should be

compared to the return current pulse shapes shown in Section _.

The results of the electrical testing reported in Reference 2 and the EID testing

L reported in Reference 37 and in this report clearly confirm that the present

MIL-STD lSt)l inadequately simulates the response oi satellite-like objects to blowoff

discharges in all aspects if this response is measured by the width, amplitude, and

relative distribution of the body replacement currents. The data presented in

Reference 2 indicate that the internal wire responses are also too small, except possibly

for cases where an arc occurs in close proximity to a wire to which discharge energy
can be closely coupled.

These findings are clearly evident in the data presented in Tables 10 and l I of this

report. The normalized He and !:1e arc discharge responses of the CAN (per amp of

drive current, or for the sarne Ip/1-p ratio) are two orders of m._gnicudelower than those
induced by EID or CD! excitation of meter-sized surfaces. The pulse widths attainable

I.L7
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with the speciIied MIL-STD 1541 arc are similarly much narrower, although one could

conceivably design discharge sources which have a high amplitude and wider pulse. For

example, the arc discharge simulation used to excite the CAN had a peak amplitude of

lO00 amps and a Wl/2 of $0 ns. However, as the data of Table 5 indicates, the observed

H_ currents at the side of the CAN were typically 0.15 to 0.35 A/m, one to two orders

of magnitude smaller than those produced by either EID or CDI for peak drive currents

one-tenth as large. Moreover, the observed falloff of the amplitude H 0 with distance

from the discharge produced by the arc discharge does not well simulate the observed

EID skin current patterns. To the degree that the laboratory EID data mirrors the

responses of spacecraft in the space environment, the present MIL-STD 1541 arc

discharge is a gross undertest. Whether, and to what degree the ground test data is

representative of what is occurring in space is a quesion which has not been resolved.

This issue is addressed in Section 6.2.

The reason that the present arc discharge is an inadequate simulation of the

observed EID response is that it simulates only one aspect of the discharge, punch-

throughor fiashover.Current models ol discharge(Refs44,46-49,53)assume thatthe

blowolI oI electronsis a consequence of a complex process which is initiatedby

punchthrough or flashoverof charge. It isclear from the experimentalresultsand

modeling reportedhere and in Reference 37 that the predominant driver for the

replacementcurrentsistheblowolfof electronswhich traveldistancescomparable to a

spacecraftdimension before returningto the object or may in some cases escape

completely.

One can readilyestimate the relativeresponses produced by blowoil and

punchthrough discharges. A detailedtreatment is (ound in Reference46. For a

punchthrough dischargecurrent,ID, the replacement current,Ir,which flows from
external conductors to the substrate is

(Cs)i : ID , (6)
r C + Cs

where C s isthecapacitanceofthe chargelayerto theconductingsubstrate,and C_ the

capacitanceof the charg: layerto surroundingconductors. For the conditionswhich

appliedin the CAN testsC s -_5 nF, while C isestimated to be _I0 pF. Thus the

ratiooI [r/ID<_0.002.Similarconditionshold in space. Based on thisargument, the

anticipatedreplacementcurrentsare onlya few tensof a percentof the punchthrough
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current. [n fact, the observed values of [_ = (Tr).(l.36)-H_ are about 2 amps or less for

a 1000 amp discharge, in agreement with this simple calculation.

On the other hand, if _B is a weighted value of the emitted blowoff current, then
the return current is given by

(cs)= IB (7)
Ir Coo+ Cs

Since Coo/Cs _ l, the return currents are nearly equal to the weighted blowoff current.

When the CAN was grounded to the TANK, or when the emission current was

sufficiently low so that space-charge limiting did not occur, IB, the net charge blown

off, was nearly equal to TB and also to I r, For space-charge-limited emission, which

applies for an isolated test object, TB will be some fractior, of IB, of the order of 0.I to
0.3 for the experimental conditions relevant to the CAN test.

The replacement currents created by CDI, when properly scaled, better simulate

the observed EID responses because it mimics the principal discharge stimulus, the

blowoff discharge, rather than punchthrough or flashover.

6.2 ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

In developing a qualification test, one would like to provide a reasonable worst-

case simulation of the effects of EID. It is therefore necessary to compare the results

of the ground test data to the P78-2 data and to other ground test studies in which the

environmental parameters were varied in terms of components included and exposure

fluxes. One may then determine whether there are important effects not included in

typical general test simulation which influence the on-orbit charging and discharge

behavior of a spacecraft. Unfortunately, there is little external discharge response

data from the P75-2 which could be directly compared to the EID coupling data

reported here because the magnitude of the exciting source is unknown. Therefore, we

have focused on the relevant ground test data.

Nearly all of the ground test data taken to date has been based on an extremely

simple environment simulation, monoenergetic electrons with energies of ca. I to

30 keY, and fluxes of l to l0 na/cm 2. It is the electron component of the heated

substorm plasma which plays the most important role in the surface charging of

spacecraft dielectrics. However, as the discussion in Section 2 indicates, the actua!
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space radiation environment is much more complex, containing the proton and other ion

components of the space plasma, higher energy electrons associated with the trapped

electron belts, and solar electromagnetic radiation. For reference) Table 12 summar-

izes typical environment values. It is to be noted that the provisional specified

environment (Ref 54) defines the worst-case substorm as a plasma environment

containing electrons and protons with particle temperatures for electrons (kBT e) up to
l0 keV at a density N = N of 2 cm -3. The proton temperature is assumed to be twice

e p

that for electrons. The corresponding electron flux _e for a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution is

1
Oe = _ n_ (8)

where _ for a single Maxwellian is

/'7"7+- i¢

v = (9)
_rme

-3 : 10 keV, I = 3.3 x 109 e/cm 2 sec or 0.St_na/cm 2. TheFor Ne = 2 cm and kBTe e

corresponding proton fluxes and currents are 1.1 x 108/cm 2 sec and 18 pa/cm 2. Note

that this represents a more severe environment than that given in Tables 1 and 12.

Most experiments have been conducted with electron fluxes of 1 to 10 na/cm 2 and

above. Thus, typical ground-test-to-space-electron-flux ratios are 10 to 100 or more.

Typically, naturally trapped high-energy electron fluxes are only a few pa/cm 2 or less.

The potential reached by a dielectric sample is determined by the combined

charging effects of each of the radiation components shown in Table 12. The primary

effort of the substorm electrons is to produce charge buildup. Neglecting leakage to

conducting boundaries, one would expect that the potential attained as a consequence

of irradi.ation with monoenergetic electrons to be the so-called second crossover

potential; i.e., that at which the difference between the incident beam energy and the

sample potential is such that secondary electron emission from the dielectric is unity.

Of course, breakdown may occur first. For polymers, this potential difference is

typically a fev, hundred volts to a kV (Ref 55). The data presented in Table Q indicates

that the potentials reached before discharge occurs are all well below the second

crossover potential for Ei = 20 keV. For Kapton and Teflon exposed to 10 kp'¢ ,.'lectrons

|
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Table 12. Componentsof SpaceRadiation Environment

Component Characteristics Effects Produced Comments

I. Net particle ca. 0._-I0cm "3at
density geosynchronous altitudes

2. Solar 0.1(_ w/cm 2 total flux. Visible, )hotoemission (UV,x-ray), Photoemission controlled by
electro- IR like 6000°K blackbody. UV heating (visible, IR) surface properties
magnetic comprised of discrete lines, of Photoconductivity (UV,

which H(Lya) is most impor- visible)
tant, superimposed on a
continuum.

3. Natural Outer zone specified in AEI-7. Charge and dose deposi- Primary effects in spacecraft
trapped Energies ca. 0.1-5 MeV. lnte- tion, secondary emission, dielectrics include enhance-
electron grai omnidirectional flux backscatter, semiconduc- ment of bulk charge leakage,

ca. 10ge/cm2/s at tor damage, leakage charging of internal dielec-
geosynchronous altitudes currents, discharges tries

_. Magnetic Correlation with Ap index. Charge, dose deposition Typical electron environments
substorm Characterized by single or secondary emission, back-scatter, leakage currents, 3e=0.02-0.12 na/cm 2 kBTe=l key

double Maxwellian !discharges =0.01-0.2 =5 eV

na/cm2,kBTe< 1_ keY =0.01-0.07 =g keV3e < 1

3i < 100 pa/cm2rkBTe< 20 keV Typical ion environments
3i -- 2-7 ba/cm 2 kBT = 3 keVwhere Te is Trms, based on

AT$-6 data. 3i = 2-8 pa/cm 2 kBT = 7 keV
Based on AT$-_ data the observed
ATS-6 environments are more
severe

5. Nuclear Fission electron spectrum. Charge and dose deposition, Same as item 3, but charg-
trapped Integral fluxes secondary emission, back- ing rates are faster because

electron ca. l09 e/cm2.s (minutes), scatter, semiconductor of higher fluxes
damage, leakage currents,

ca. 7x l07 e/cm 2, s (Ion_ discharges
term)

any discharges which occur are small, and the observedpotentials reached are also less

than the second crossover voltage. This is due to the leakage of injected charge to

edges.

Several of the components of the environment not typically included in the ground

testing tend to relax charge buildup. The effect of solar UV is to generate

photoelectrons. The intensity of such photoelectron generation is such that only rarely

can the hot plasma charge the spacecraft structure to morc than a few tens of volts in

sunlight. The positive ion component of the plasma also tends to reduce the vehicle

potential through the generation of secondary electrons. The high-energy electrons can

produce two effects. In thin dielectrics (compared to a typical electron range) the
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induced radiation conductivity enhances bulk leakage, lowers the potential buildup and

minimizes or eliminates discharges caused by the keV electrons. In thick dielectrics

such as inside cables or printed circuit boards, the higher energy components can embed

themselves in the dielectric and cause discharges. This phenomenon has been called

ECEMP or _Electron Caused _.Electromagnetic Pulse effects. The $CATHA program has

largely ignored ECFMP, although work in this area has been supported by the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory. A limited amount of evidence indicates that charging processes

are rate dependent at fluences which span the range of those relevant for the space

environment. We briefly review some of these effects and assess their impact on the

development of realistic test procedures.

The available experimental evidence clearly indicates that the presence of a

significant flux of high-energy electrons with ranges great enough to penetrate thin

dielectrics will reduce or eliminate the discharges produced by low-energy electrons (I0

to 20 keV). The mechai:ism for this process is the radiation-induced conductivity.

Normally dielectric breakdown occurs in *hese materials because the low-energy,

nonpenetrating injected electrons are trapped and retained so that the fields created

reach the electric breakdown strengths in these materials which are typically 106 to

l07 V/cm. Typical dark conductivities (¢o) in these materials are 10-20 to

10"16 (_Zcm)-1 (Ref 56). The relaxation time t for charge buildup in this case isr

E
_" < (3.8 x 8.5 x i0-1g)/10 -16

tr _oo = 2.6 x 107 seconds (10)

or about ten months.

The time to reach dielectric breakdown can be estimated from the relationship

qB "" _/FB (ll)

where qB is the surface charge density, ( is the dielectric constant and EB the

dielectric breakdown strength assuming no charge leakage out of the sample or from

secondary electron emission. Table L3 shows the estimated breakdown times for 3e =
I na/cm 2 incident electron flux for various materials. Breakdown will occur if the

breakdown time tB -qB/]e is less than t r, It can be seen from the table that
breakdown occurs in times of the order of one to a few minutes. In fact, the surface

potential scans shown in Section _ indicate that discharges occur at about this rate.
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This time is much shorter than the predicted relaxation times given by _/_o" If
the intrinsic dark conductivity is sufficiently high, as it is in dielectric pigment thermal

control paints, then the injected charge can reldx at a sufficiently high rate to preven*
dielectric breakdown.

The surface charge densities at breakdown given in Table 13 for Kapton and

Teflon were reasonably close to those predicted, while that for the coverslips was about

three times higher than predicted. This is probably because a low value for the

dielectric strength was used in the calculation.

Charge buildup in real dielectric structures is mitigated by leakage to dielectric

edges and to the rear conducting substrate. This leakage is enhanced by the radiation-

induced conductivity created in the bulk of surface dielectric both by the substorm

electron population which is embedded in the material and by that component of the

trapped radiation population which penetrates thin surface dielectrics. Radiation

conductivity _R is typically given by an expression of the type

CR = KR _ (t2)

where C) is the material dose rate, proportional to the incident flux, _ an exponent

which is less than, but close to l, and KR is a material constant. Table l# gives values

for the dark conductivity, KR and _ for common spacecraft taken from Reference 56.

For a I na/cm 2 flux of 20 keV electrons the deposited dose rate is about

2.5 x l03 rads/s in these materials. The corresponding radiation-enhanced conduc-

tivities are shown in Table l_. It can be seen thiit the radiation conductivities

completely dominate the dark conductivities.

Because _R _'_o charge, relaxation times are considerably shortened near the

front surface of the material in which the nonpenetrating charge is stopped. The

occurrence of breakdown depends on whether charging equilibrium is reached at an

electric field less than EB, At charging equilibrium, the net injected flux _o is
balanced by an ohmic leakage current which flows primarily out of the front surface of

the dielectric to conducting edges such that

3in = e_ o : 3out : _REo = KRDAEo , (13)

where E° is the average equilibrium internal field.
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Table 14. Conductivity of RepresentativeSpacecraft Insulators

Dark Conductivity KR °'R _/°'R

Material 10"I$ (_ cm) -I (ohm cm) "1 CI2,_XI03 rads(mat)/s](sec)

Teflon 0._ 3.5 x 10"17 0.7 $._ x l0 "15 22

Kapton 5.6 3.2 x 10"17 0.9 3.6 x 10"l_ $.3

Mylar 6.3 7.2 x 10-lg 0.8 3.8 x 10"15 76

Fused Silica t 2.5 x 10-16 1 6.3 x 10"13 0.5

The average dose rate isproportional to the incident flux so that

E o( e@(
1

o K R "

According to this simple argument the equilibrium field reached should depend

only weakly on flux. Whether breakdown occurs at all depends on the values of KR and

EB for the given material. This is a desirable situation as it would make test results
relatively insensitive to incident electron flux. The data reviewed below indicates that

this is approximately so) for irradiation with monoenergetic, nonpenetrating electrons

of simple planar samples with grounded edges. Unfortunately, the available data also

indicates that the observed discharge behavior is sensitive to the flux and energy

spectrum of the incident electrons for more complicated, and hence more realistic,

simulations.

Although the dose rates of the penetrating electron component are relatively

small (typically ca. I rad/s) for thin dielectrics exposed to the geosynchronous environ-

ment, such radiation can have a significant effect on the observed discharge behavior.

We have reproduced in Table 15 data taken from References 3_ and 57 describing
2

the discharge characteristics of a 200 cm array of 8.5 mil thick quartz second-surface

mirrors mounted on an aluminum plate. The substrate return current was monitored, as

was the equilibrium surface potential for this sample which was connected to ground by

a 1_ resistor. The 25 keY electron component was choser, to simulate those electrons

which stop _n the sample and the 350 keV component represented those penetrating.

The 200 keV electrons do not penetrate the 8._ mil thick sample.

From the table it is evident that addition of the penetrating electron component

alters the charging and discharge behavior of those samples. As the ratio of the

penetrating to nonpenetrating component is raised to about 1"70, the discharges
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Table 12. Second Surface Mirror Discharge Characteristics for
Simtdtaneous Low and High Energy Electron Exposuresa

Substrate Substrate
8eam Discharge Peak Return Pulse

Energies Currents Frequencies Current Charge Width
(keY) (na/cm 2) (rain-l) (A) (/J.C) _lzs) Comments
25 0.19 0.0g 28 16 0.57

25 0.77 0.5 II

25 1-5 0.5-2.5 35 28-2@ 0.68-0.8

25 0.77 0 0 No discharges
350 0. | 7

25 5.$ 0.l-0.5 Small charge release350 0.17

25 13. i 0.5-I 0.99
350 0.17

25 0.29 0.2
350 0.003

25 13.i l0 12 Same appearance as

200 0.1 low energy discharges

25 O. 77 0.5 l O Same appearance as
200 O. l low energy discharge_

aFrom Reierences 3_ and 57.

diminish and cease. With the high-energy electrons present the discharge magnitudes

were considerably reduced for all ratios examined below the threshold. For higher

ratios, the radiation-induced conductivity is sufficient to keep charge leakage high

enough so that the sample potential does r,ot build up to the point where breakdown

occurs. Note that the presence of the nonpenetrating 200 keV beam does not stop or

significantly diminish the discharge frequency, supporting the proposed mechanism.

The authors of Reference 57 point out that the ratio of low-energy to high-energy

current for SCATHA is about 200, so that the presence of the penetrating high-energy

electrons is not expected co inhibit discharging in the solar array coverslips. Hcwever,

as the P78-2 coverslips are somewhat thinner than those studied (6 rail versus $.5 miD,

the ratio is apt to be somewhat lower so that this conclusion may not be valid.

Other materials such as Kapton and fiberglass also show diminished rates anO

amplitudes of discharge when a penetrating electron component is added to the

simulation. In the case of Kapton, all discharging ceased.

These results have implication for the magnitude and response of the signals

coupled into spacecraft structure. Namely, if the magnitude of the charge blown off

from a thin-surface dielectric diminishes because of the presence of the high-energy

penetrating electron component, the induced replacement currents will also diminish.
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The authors of Reference 37 report that when their cylindrical test object

covered at one end with 8.5 cm thick fused silica, second=surface mirrors, was exposed

to a combined environment comprised of 6.4 na/cm 2 of 25 keV electrons and 0.5 na/cm 2

of 350 keV electrons, the magnitude of the discharge current, as measured by the return

current signal in the grounded configuration, decreased from I00 to 1go A to 35 A. The

amount of charge blown off also decreased from 170 to 180 p.C to 40 to 60 p.C. The

peak currents observed near the top of the CAN were about a factor of two lower than

those observed for low-energy electrons alone. The magnitude of these skin currents

were difficult to resolve by hand integration of the _ data because o! the strength of

the high=frequency components which were much more prominent in this case.

Other evidence has been adduced from ground testing that the charging behavior

of materials such as quartz fabric changes significantly as the incident flux goes from

those typical of laboratory experiments to space electron fluxes (Ref 58).

The charging behavior of Kapton is even more complex. Laboratory studies have

indicated that the bulk resistivity of Kapton decreases by several orders of magnitude

cn exposure of the sample to the visible and near UV components of the solar spectrum.

Tt,is effect is long lasting, and will persist in vacuum even after the illumination is

removed. Such a large increase in bulk conductivity can keep this material from

discl,arging (Ref 59).

Balmain (Ref 60) has examined rate effects on the discharge behavior of small-

area (! 1.7 cm 2) samples of Kapton H, Mylar and FEP Teflon exposed to 20 keV

electrons at fluxes of 0.5 to 100 na/cm 2, He found that the discharge characteristics

measureo by the peak edge and substrate cur:ents and charge and pulse widths were

essentially unchanged for Teflon FEP and Mylar. The peak replacement currents and

charge incteased by about a factor of four for Kapton over the range of [ncident

electron current densities employed. A similar, but less rapid, increase in Ip and Qp
with incident flux is evident in OSR data presented in Reference 34.

From this brief discussion, it is clear that several of the components of the

natural environment, namely solar radiation and high-energy electrons capable of

penetrating thin tielectrics, can significantly alter the charging and discharge charac-

teristics of spacecraft surface dielectrics, often in the sense o( preventing o,

minimizing EID. Tllis may be an explanation of why EID elfects in space systems do not

appear to be as sev,-.re as one might predict from monoenergetic high flux tests. This

can best be investi_,,,ated by trying to infer from the P78-2 environment, surface

potential and transient response data the magnitude of the exciting; discharge. Such an
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exercise requires completion of the P75-2 coupling model. However, there exists no

adequate physical models which tie together the effects of charge deposition, energy

deposition, bulk material properties such as radiation and optical photoconductivity so

that believable extrapolations from the ground test data to space conditions can be

made. The models presented in References 56 and 61 are a step in that direction.

6.3 SCALING

The objective of the CAN test was to develop a data base on the external

response of a simple, highly symmetric object excited by EID in well=defined axisym-

metric dielectrics. There were no external penetrations such as booms, antennae, or

solar array panels which would modify the anticipated highly symmetric and easy to

analyze response of this object, and to facilitate comparison with exisrng electrical

test data for the same object. Data was taken Ior a limited range of energies (10 to

20 keV) and electron fluxes (1 to _ na/cm2).

A simple model was developed by IRT during Phase I which attributes the EID

response of the CAN to a uniform emission of electrons b_own off the dielectric surface

during discharge. This model was later elaborated by Wenaas and Woods (Ref _) on the

basis of a much larger body of experimental evidence available to them. The

- controversial features of the model described in Section 5.2 are the _tssumptionsabout

electron emissionl i.e., uniformity, essentially zero electron emission energy and

dielectric albedo of unity. The noncontroversial parts of the model are its emphasis on

the emitted blowotf charge as the primary driver for the replacement currents

generated and the use of an SGEMP code to track this particle motion in the

electromagnetic fields due to the charges embedded in the dielectric, induced charges

on adjacent conductors and the self-fields of the emitted charge itself.

The model gives reasonably good agreement with the H_ measurements on the

simple symmetric cylinders studied by both IRT and 3AYCOR. However, in the latter

series of tests more complicated geometries were investigated. One was a mesh

antenna situated on the end of a conducting boom. Here) tile observed currents were a

factor of ten higher then predicted, in order to reconcile the observed large antenna

mast currents with prediction, various ad hoc modifications to the emission model were

tried by the authors of Reference 37. These modifications include increasing the

energy o[ the emitted electrons, varying the pattern of emission and including a neutral

plasma to shield the emitted electrons from the space charge field. Only when the

emitted electrons were given initial energies of ca. _ to 5 keV in the presence o[ the
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plasma could the calculations be made to agree with experiment. On the other hand,

the 3AYCOR group was able to predict the correct magnitude of currents flowing on a

mock solar array boom excited by discharge on a solar panel situated at the end of the

boom. Thus, key elements of the physics of the discharge process are evidently missing
from the emission model.

Until these results for reentrant geometries were uncovered, the lack of such a

model was not felt to be a significant handicap for practical calculations. The

3AYCOR calculations were based in part on emission waveforms and amplitudes derived

from laboratory measurements on the discharge behavior of the materials of interest

mounted on grounded conducting substrates. Implicit in this is the assumption, utilized

by the authors of Reference 37 and IRT in analyzing the behavior of the CAN, that the

emission of charge in the grounded configu:'_tion is mimiced by the replacement current

flowing through the ground strap.

On the basis of small sample studies it was found that experimental scaling laws

could be derived from common dielectrics. Their relationships were first noted by

Balmain (Ref 33) for areas up to 100 cm2 and extended to larger area samples

(ca. [ m2) by others. The experimental data implied that the peak discharge current

scales approximately like the square root of the sample area, the discharge pulse width

similarly and the total charge like the sample area. A plot of the discharge currents

observed in Kapton as a function of sample area is shown in Figure 73. This figure is

originally due to Inouye (Ref 49). In the figure we have shown both Inouye's best fit to

the data as well as Balmain's best fit for his small area samples. Note that there is

significant fluctuation about the "best fit" which can be over an order of magnitude.

One can derive similar scaling laws for other substrates. A plot for fused quartz is

shown in Figure 74.

The fact that such scaling laws e×ist have led to the creation of various emission

model_ to explain them. The model described in Section _.2 is one of these. Other

models have been proposed which depend on the observed large edge potential gradients

(which are evident on she surface potential scans presented in Section 4) to enhance

emission and overcome the effects of space-charge limiting of the emission currents

necessary to a,'count for the magnitude of the observed discharge currents

(Refs _7-_9). A key feature of these models is that the strong lateral electric field_

present near the e_ge permit the acceleration of electrons so that they can travel

relatively large distances before being collected. The model described in Reference _4

avoids the problem of space-charge limiting by assuming a dielectric surface albedo of
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Figure 74. Peak discharge current versus area for fused quartz

one so that electronics which fall back on the dielectric surface because of space-

charge limiting can be reaccelerated and ultimately escape.

While the models are capable of predicting in a generai way emission which

satisfies tht scaling laws, it is not clear that they are more successful in predicting the

response of complicated objects to a blowoff discharge w:thout further additions to the

physics of the basic discharge process embodied in the discharge models in terms of the

natuce of, energy and soatial distributions o[ the emitted particles.

Not taken into account in a consistent manner in any of these models is the

observation by Hazelton et al. (Ref 62) that there are several components in the

blowoff of charge consequent to an EID. For Teflon samples irradiated with electrons

of 16 to 26 keY two distinct fluxes of particles were ebserved. The first (0 to b00 ns)

consists o! high-energy (ca. 7 keV) electrons, The second arrives later (ca. I to 5 s)

and consists of low-energy electrons ( ~ l eV) and ions (70 eV) leaving the d,scharge site

as a quasi-plasma. The origin of plasma may be due to ejection during the discharge of
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material vaporized during the formation of discharge channels which contain the plane

of high specific ionization in which most of the nonpenetrating charge and dose is

deposited. These discharge channels are shown in photographs reproduced in Refer-

ence 33. The formation of gaseous ionizeci, conducting discharge channels is an

essential feature of one theory of die;ectric breakdown of solids (Ref 63). These

channels are analogous to the familiar Lichtenberg figures produced as a consequence

of the irradiation of thicker dielectrics such as poly (methyl methacrylate) by

nonpenetrating electrons.

Some evidence for the emission of this plasma may have been seen during our

experiments. Crude time-of-flight measurements, reported in $ection 4._.3, were made

in which the arrival of the peak of the blowoff currents was timed against the peak of

the return current pulse with the CAN grounded. In many measurements the time

difference was of the order of 300 ns. Given the distance from the CAN to blowoff

collector, this would correspond to electrons with an energy of about 7l eV. This is

close to the energy of emitted ions (70 eV) collected after biowoff disharges in Teflon

(Ref 62),

The blowoff currents seen consequent to the discharge of the Teflon sample in the

high-impedance configuration were clearly positive (q.v. Figure 51). One explanation

for this observation is that space-charge limiting will cause the return to the CAN of

emitted electrons while the positive ion component of the plasma is repelled by those

forces and can reach the blowof'." collector. It would clearly be useful to perform

further experiments of the type described in Reference 62 for samples isolated from

ground during the discharge to see whether these findings can be duplicated or are an

artifact of the observed breakdown of our isolation resistor during the discharge.

There is another point to be made about the scaling laws. They are reasonably

accurate in describing the discharge behavior of uniform, smooth circular samples,

usually with grounded edge clamps for a limited range of irradiation energies (20 to

25 keY) and beam currents. Whenever one includes data from a wider range of sample

thickness, shapes and edge configurations) the scatter in the data increases signifi-

cantly. As we have pointed out, the presence of lapped or butted seams, or of materials

with high-perimeter-to-surface ratios, can significantly alter the amount of charge

involved in a discharge if compared to that for smooth samples. The IRT data point

shown in Figure 73 is pla_ed at an area corresponding to the overlap oi the two layers

of tape as the surface potential scans indicate that this is where discharges occurred.

Moreover discharge behavior can be affected by the presence of edge clamps. The
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authors of Reference 35 reported that discharges could not be induced in a 2 mil Kapton

sheet irradiated with 25 keV electrons and currents of up to 13 na/cm 2 unless the edges

were grounded.

In addition, the nature of the discharges induced in these materials can change

markedly if other components of the space radiation environment, such as penetrating

high-energy electrons or UV, are added to the simulation. As the effect of the:',e

additional components is typically to relieve charge buildup in these thin dielectrics,

the scaling laws should probably be taken as a worst-case guide to the discharge

behavior of these materials.

Without better physical insight into the nature of the discharge process it will be

difiicult to predict with confidence the response of realistic spacecraft structures

containing booms, antennae, solar panels, etc., to EID. This in turn makes it difficult to

derive general electrical simulation procedures without performing additional electron

spraying tests on a variety of satellite-like geometries and dielectric structures.

However, it is clear that the CDI simulation of blowoif is a better approximation to the

EID coupling process than the present MIL-STD I541 arc.
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